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• This document is a manual for how to evaluate conventional oil and gas exploration prospects using QwikEval Spatial which is the 
QwikEval Module in the GIS-Pax Player software on an ArcPro platform.

• This portion of the software will be licensed separately at “QwikEval Spatial” in January 2022 and it will then also be a stand-alone product for 
customers that only want “prospect evaluation” tools rather than the full Player suite of functionality.

• See www.gis-pax.com for product description and licensing details and www.esri.com for details of ArcPro.

• This document is public domain which we have deliberately released to document the many capabilities of QwikEval Spatial 
which we believe demonstrates how this new product exceeds the capabilities of our competition (in our opinion).

• All figures copied from this document should retain the GIS-pax/Player logo. Permission should be sought from GIS-pax to use figures and content in any subsequent publications. This 
document should be referenced as follows:  Longley, I.M., Ventris, P. & Hewitt, W., 2021. QwikEval Spatial prospect Evaluation Tool. Unpublished document from GIS-pax – see 
www.gis-pax.com for details. 

• This document is not intended to be a complete guide for prospect evaluation. Our expectation is that most 
customers will have their own internal processes and documentation. 

• The above notwithstanding, we frequently need to explain parts of the theory, including some of the common practices in the E&P industry today, in order to discuss 
the various software functions and options available to licensees.  Slides addressing theory or commentary have a yellow backdrop to differentiate them from the 
software manual user slides. 

• This guide is based on Player/QwikEval 5.1 software release with some discussion around new modules 
that will be delivered in the 5.2 release which will be on 1st Jan 2022 when the QwikEval product will 
be available for licensing. In the interim potential customers can trial the product on version 5.1.
• If your version of QwikEval differs from what you see in this manual, contact support@gis-pax.com for clarification and potentially for an 

upgraded version of the software (if entitled).

Introduction
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• We would like to thank the following for their contributions to this document

1. The GIS-pax team especially Ben Ralph as lead developer.

2. Ken Hood for his sage advice, editing capabilities, patience and humour.

3. Graham Keith (graeme@stochastic.dk) for his quality advice on the details of 
the maths – which does matter.

4. Andrew Murray for his contribution to our understanding of global petroleum 
systems.

5. Our customers for their ongoing support, involvement and suggestions which  
makes what we do better. 

To be clear none of the above people are in any way responsible for any of the 
content/comments in this document – that sits with the principal authors and GIS-
pax.
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• Every company includes a slightly different set of geological risk elements in their risking process, and alternative maths structures can 
be applied to the input numerical values.

• While many alternative risking structures can be equally viable, people often get very emotional and argue vehemently about which structures are “best”.

• Consistency of approach/evaluation may be more important than the specific maths! 

• Companies often document specific inputs in great detail and build large approval processes around prospect evaluation.  

• This is understandable, because the results will influence which prospects get drilled and where the money is spent/invested.

• One downside is that the process can become quite onerous.  A well-kept secret in many companies is that their portfolios are nearly empty, with only a 
few approved/QC’ed prospect evaluations to support the upcoming drill program.  

• Processes designed to ensure quality may instead impede building a robust prospect portfolio.

• Many companies believe that the “process” and maths will give the “best” estimate, especially when they include peer reviews and lots 
of rules and technical discussions about each evaluation - this is demonstrably wrong!

• Every mid-career exploration geologist learns that the same prospect evaluated by different people, with or without peer reviews, will frequently produce 
different estimates.  Often the same people looking at the same prospect at different times will produce different estimates. Different groups of people 
looking a the same prospect will almost always produce a different set of numbers!

• Lookbacks at historical exploration results show that industry is sufficient with risking but almost always over-optimistic on volumetric predictions. 

• Very often, a simple but effective prospect evaluation tool is to compare the prospects against recent exploration 
results (success rates and volumes) for the basin of interest (or appropriate analogues). 

• Is your prospect better than what has been delivered by other exploration programs recently? If so, why is it better?   They have smart people too…

• This is why Player puts so much emphasis on understanding well failures, success rates, and calibrated volumes.  Often these data provide better 
indicators of future exploration outcomes than peer reviews or process manuals.

Prospect Evaluation – General Comments
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The “Risk Chasm” in E&P Companies

7

• Risk: Some risk is irreducible 

• Belief: Risk is a state of nature

• Risk provides Opportunity

• Sustainable Business Plan: 60% Harvest (proven Plays), 30% Step-
outs/Play extensions, 10% Frontier

• Explorers View
• Lawyer/Engineer/Finance/ 

Accountant’s view

• Risk:  Risk is bad and to be avoided

• Belief: Risk is a state of knowledge/data

• Risk must be reduced as much as possible and 
as quickly as possible

• Preferred Business Plan: 100% Proven Plays
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Chance of Success

Ballshit 20% 
mythical cut-off

High
Risk

Low
Risk

Result
This part of the portfolio 

may get selectively 
excluded by non-explorers

“I want just success!  Where are those amplitudes 
people talk about - they sound good?!!”

“My mate over at company X and 
McKinsey/Bain&Co say those things are magic 
bullets!”

This is why you need explorers in 
portfolio teams and management –

their Risk DNA is different! 
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www.gis-pax.com • Many portfolio teams exclude prospects beneath what they consider a minimum risk threshold –
typically 20-25%. Because every company uses different prospect maths, this threshold number 
cannot easily be translated one company to another.  Regardless of the maths, the concept of a 
minimum risk threshold is unfortunately “established” and used by many portfolio mangers.

• Drill sequence lookbacks in many successful exploration companies show highly impactful/material 
exploration discoveries beneath the 20% threshold.  

• In the last 20 years, many of the large/material discoveries were below the 20% Pg/POS/COS cutoff, e.g. Dorado (8%), 
Liza (9%), and Jubilee (11%)

• This latter point is quite important – eliminating large, risky prospects likely means you will not participate in 
most large discoveries…

• Another critical observation from lookbacks on large discoveries is how often industry does not 
predict key items that deliver material success.

• As an industry, we are not good at predicting where the next big discovery will be.

• Surprises happen, often resulting in dry wells (which we don’t talk about) but sometimes being quite 
positive.  We need to be able to deal with this uncertainty.

• Many of the large discoveries are made serendipitously.

Surprises and Risk Threshold Myths…
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www.gis-pax.com • “Reports that say that something hasn't happened are always interesting to me, because as we know, there are known knowns; there are 
things we know we know. We also know there are known unknowns; that is to say we know there are some things we do not know. But 
there are also unknown unknowns—the ones we don't know we don't know. And if one looks throughout the history of our country and
other free countries, it is the latter category that tend to be the difficult ones”

• If you find the video you will see the press core fell about laughing after this statement was made

• Its an old theory…

• The Johari window is a technique that helps people better understand their relationship with themselves and others. It was created by 
psychologists Joseph Luft (1916–2014) and Harrington Ingham (1916–1995) in 1955, and is used primarily in self-help groups and corporate 
settings as a heuristic exercise. Luft and Ingham named their model "Johari" using a combination of their first names.

The late Donald Rumsfeld - US Secretary of  Defense Feb 2002

Room one is the 

part of ourselves 

that we and 
others see

Room two contains 

aspects that others 

see but we are 
unaware of

Room three is the 

private space we 

know but hide from 
others

Room four is 

the unconscious part 

of us that neither 

ourselves nor others 
see

1 2

3 4
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www.gis-pax.com • In oil and gas exploration, we chase proven plays in proven basins (“Known Knowns”).  We also try to identify new plays in those basins and 
to extend what works in proven basins to unproven/frontier areas (“Known Unknowns”).  However, we struggle with developing and 
applying new ideas/methods/technologies and/or concepts in unproven areas ( “Unknown Unknowns”). As an industry, we are biased by 
what we know (and what we can quantify…) – perhaps the best example (of many) is the surprise presence of weird lacustrine limestone 
reservoirs in the subsalt of Brazil, which nobody predicted pre-Tupi discovery well.

• The message is that geology produces many surprises, and that we as an industry are really bad at predicting them!

Oil and Gas Exploration

New Ideas++ in New 

Areas

Unknown Unknowns
Who knew?! WTF?!!

Jorhari Window For Oil & Gas Exploration
Old Established Ideas/ 

Methods/ Technologies 
& Concepts

New Ideas/ Methods 
Technologies & 

Concepts

Old Areas –
Established/ 
Proven Basins

New Areas –
Frontier/ 
Unproven Basins
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Old Ideas++ in 

Old Areas

Known Knowns
“I Know”

New Ideas++ in 

Old Areas

Known Unknowns
“I know I don’t know but 

I can predict and find 

out!”

Old Ideas++ in New 

Areas

Unknown Knowns
“I don’t know but 

somebody else does or I 

have an analogue”

Increasing Data Available/Awareness

1
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4
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www.gis-pax.com • In oil and gas exploration we chase proven plays in proven basins (“Known Knowns”) and try to identify new plays in those basins (“Known 
Unknowns”) – we also do what works in proven basins in unproven/frontier areas (“Known Unknowns”) but we struggle with developing 
and applying new ideas/methods/technologies and/or concepts in unproven areas (the “Unknown Unknowns”). As an industry we are
biased by what we know (and what we can quantify…) best example (of many) is the surprise presence of freshwater limestone reservoirs in 
the subsalt of Brazil which nobody predicted pre-Tupi discovery well 

• My message is geology kicks up many, many surprises and we (as an industry) are really bad at predicting them!

Oil and Gas Exploration

New Ideas++ in New 

Areas

Unknown Unknowns
Who knew?! WTF?!!

Jorhari Window For Oil & Gas Exploration
Old Established Ideas/ 

Methods/ Technologies 
& Concepts

New Ideas/ Methods 
Technologies & 
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Unknown Knowns
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Increasing Data Available/Awareness
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Frontier 
Exploration 
constrained by 
global 
analogues

Unconstrained 
Frontier 
Exploration –
anything can 
happen!

Harvest proven 
plays to 
economic 
limits
Heartlands

Add/Try new 
plays close to 
infrastructure
Nearfield 
Exploration in 
Heartlands
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www.gis-pax.com • In oil and gas exploration we chase proven plays in proven basins (“Known Knowns”) and try to identify new plays in those basins (“Known 
Unknowns”) – we also do what works in proven basins in unproven/frontier areas (“Known Unknowns”) but we struggle with developing 
and applying new ideas/methods/technologies and/or concepts in unproven areas (the “Unknown Unknowns”). As an industry we are
biased by what we know (and what we can quantify…) best example (of many) is the surprise presence of freshwater limestone reservoirs in 
the subsalt of Brazil which nobody predicted pre-Tupi discovery well 

• My message is geology kicks up many many surprises and we (as an industry) are really bad at predicting them!

Oil and Gas Exploration
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We are all good at this!
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www.gis-pax.com • In oil and gas exploration we chase proven plays in proven basins (“Known Knowns”) and try to identify new plays in those basins (“Known 
Unknowns”) – we also do what works in proven basins in unproven/frontier areas (“Known Unknowns”) but we struggle with developing 
and applying new ideas/methods/technologies and/or concepts in unproven areas (the “Unknown Unknowns”). As an industry we are
biased by what we know (and what we can quantify…) best example (of many) is the surprise presence of freshwater limestone reservoirs in 
the subsalt of Brazil which nobody predicted pre-Tupi discovery well 

• My message is geology kicks up many, many surprises and we (as an industry) are really bad at predicting them!

Oil and Gas Exploration
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Majors are good at this!
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www.gis-pax.com • In oil and gas exploration we chase proven plays in proven basins (“Known Knowns”) and try to identify new plays in those basins (“Known 
Unknowns”) – we also do what works in proven basins in unproven/frontier areas (“Known Unknowns”) but we struggle with developing 
and applying new ideas/methods/technologies and/or concepts in unproven areas (the “Unknown Unknowns”). As an industry we are
biased by what we know (and what we can quantify…) best example (of many) is the surprise presence of freshwater limestone reservoirs in 
the subsalt of Brazil which nobody predicted pre-Tupi discovery well 

• My message is geology kicks up many many surprises and we (as an industry) are really bad at predicting them!
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We are ALL bad at this –
where “experience” and Exploration 
Resilience (ER) is needed
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The “Over Excitement” of Management Issue

Global Exploration looks easy, or so senior management would 
like to think…just shoot 3D and drill amplitudes, right?!!
The Hype Cycle illustrates human biases when implementing new technology, opening new plays, etc.
• Initial focus tends to be on the positive, ignoring any limitations (Peak of Inflated Expectations)
• Soon the focus turns to the limitations, often dwelling on problems (Trough of Disillusionment)
• Over time, the benefits and limitations come into balance (Slope of Enlightenment)
• Enabling a higher level of productivity than initially available (Plateau of Productivity)

15

Hype Cycle This what typically happens in all companies with a 
new deal/opportunity – its just human nature. The 
technical review is the basis for a reality check on 
this enthusiasm! Our job is NOT to kill the 
opportunity nor risk it to death. It’s to estimate 
whether the numbers are “reasonable” or not!
This is always going to be subjective – QwikEval is 
simply trying to get calibrated insight onto the table 
asap..

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hype_cycle
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• In our opinion, Unknown Unknowns are a “State of Nature” and part of geology.  
This is not going to change, or at least not in the near term (AI/Big Data have 
significant limitations (ie training datasets) but they might make inroads in the 
future when we can load SEGY and have quantum computing)

• As an industry, we need to be aware that these DO exist and have organisations 
and processes that consider their impact and can benefit from their existence.

• Modern organisations (some of which are risk averse, and all of which suffer from 
human psychology effects) need to deal with unpredictable unknowns – hence 
our suggestion to include experienced explorers in review and portfolio teams.  

• Having only engineers and economists in relative isolation may not deliver 
optimal results.
• If you don’t have these people in your company already, we will help/advise as best we can.  This is not 

our core business, however, and the company we believe does the best job of exploration advice is Rose & 
Associates – they have people with even more grey hair than we have… https://www.roseassoc.com/. 

Unknown Unknowns
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How do you not miss the next big one?

• In the last 20 years, many companies turned down farm-in opportunities on some of the largest opportunities (which 
ultimately delivered major successes).  What can we learn from this, and how can we avoid missing these opportunities in the 
future?

• From our perspective, most large companies have prospect evaluation processes that are overly focussed on input parameters 
for complex software evaluations rather than getting to a real geological understanding of the critical issues.  We should spend
more time evaluating failures, rather than simply ignoring or burying them. We should stop the excessive focus on “pedestal” 
technologies, which simply don’t work well all of the time… the main ones being amplitudes/AVO and 3D charge modelling.

• For visible, large structural traps that have been identified and mapped pre-drill: eg, Zohr/Lancaster
• Column Height limitations – Consider ways in which the trap could be filled rather than focusing on reasons it might 

fail.. We still don’t really understand how Hides and Natuna can hold 1.5km+ hc columns under shale top seals..
• Charge models – These always have significant uncertainty, even with lots of calibration and data!  Consider what it 

would take to fill the structure.. (note we are NOT saying you fill every prospect to spill! Just consider what this FTS 
outcome might be and then ask yourself IF this is possible.. don’t just dismiss it out of hand)

• Amplitudes/AVO – Frequently don’t work well without calibration.  While these can be excellent development 
tools, they may be misleading in frontier exploration!!

• For visible, large stratigraphic traps such as pinchouts/onlaps, recognise that they are: 
• Often solitary beasts – eg, Jubilee, Buzzard
• More common in shaly basins proximal to mature, quality source rocks; typically associated with deep-water 

shales, as non-marine onlaps tend to leak (unless small faults assist with the trapping)..

• It will always be a struggle to identify “invisible” traps like Johan Sverdrup (which was only recognised after 2+ discovery 
wells)... understanding the basic geology helps, by allowing separation of what you actually know from what you think you 
know…

• It is not easy, and we don’t have all the answers, but we do understand the problems and challenges. Software does not 
find oil and gas – people do! 17
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• This manual assumes you are familiar with ArcPro and Player/Play Analysis 
methodologies and hopefully that you have attended the 2 day basic training 
course for Player (which takes explorers through the practical basics of play and 
prospectivity evaluations at different levels of detail, i.e. screening vs detailed, 
mature-basin block exploration)

• If not, we highly recommended that you either do the basic course or at least 
familiarise yourself with online training content available to licensees.

• You need a login and password to access this motherload – contact support@gis-
pax.com if you don’t have you login or have lost the one provided previously.

• Note: we cannot provide free licenses to academics or students because as a small company we simply do not have the resourcesto
train people for free. In addition, many academics will eventually want to publish, and this may include details of Gis-pax proprietary 
techniques. Such publication would cause major IP issues for us, as we have spent a decade of time and considerable money developing 
the Player software. All Player licensees are bound by the confidentiality provisions in our licensing agreement.

Assumptions and Training

18
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What we are trying to do with Player

The solution
We believe that integration of data and knowledge into structured, map-based and evergreen analyses
counters this inefficiency and delivers better informed exploration decisions and enhanced exploration
performance

“those who fail to learn from history are doomed to repeat it” – Winston Churchill

The problem (as we see it)
E&P companies are in constant change. They lose legacy work, knowledge and even databases for various
reasons (changes in strategy, focus, process, tools, organisation and personnel). As a result, industry can be
very inefficient in exploration

How we can help!
Oil and gas is found by teams. A team’s detailed understanding of geology and exploration history underpins
key exploration evaluations and decisions. We are focussed on delivering a scalable set of user-friendly tools
to help explorers build in-depth understanding of play and prospect potential as well as to access and share
historical knowledge, thereby providing a framework to collate, integrate and analyse data efficiently in
order to identify the best prospects and deliver material success for companies as quickly as possible

19
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Integrated tools for all scales of evaluation

Finding oil and gas is hard, and embarking on any 
difficult task requires discipline and planning.

While it might be fun, just interpreting 3D seismic 
surveys will not enable you to fully understand 
what’s going on in the basin you are exploring.

Basins need context.  Disciplined exploration 
needs a plan.  PLAYER is a tool that quickly 
integrates your evaluation, putting the basin into 
geological context (ahead of the excitement of a 
spinning visualisation of your 3D interpretation).

PLAYER is alone in providing a spatial 
environment for understanding your portfolio.

Creating the framework for your 
basin analysis

Collation and analysis of your regional 
and basin understanding 

Play fairway mapping calibrated to 
your basin context

Integration of seismic mapping and 
detailed basin modelling 

Prospect portfolio management 

Value analysis

Calibrated prospect volumetric and 
risk estimating

Informed decision making

Basin
scale

Play
scale

Prospect
scale

Portfolio /
Value
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GIS-pax provides a suite of ArcPro 
software plug-ins that support disciplined 
play-based exploration.

Player is the parent software plug-in 
in ArcPro. QwikEval is the Player 
component that supports Prospect 
Evaluation.

DRILLING THE RIGHT PROSPECT!

Where does QwikEval fit in the Player Suite of Software?

PROSPECT
ANALYSIS

PLAY
ANALYSIS

COUNTRY SCREENING
/ BASIN ANALYSIS

21
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This document/manual only covers the Identified 
Prospectivity part of the Player evaluation software

Tool to select data for edit/analysis

Post-Drill Well Analysis Input and analysis by well and play level – includes 
collection of pre-well target data and if targets were amplitude supported

Edit/Input of Pool Volumes and attributes, such as trap type

Optional link to Paleogeographic maps to automatically convert reservoir 
and seal maps into CRS maps

Edit/Input of CRS and stack polygons 

Edit/Input of Identified Prospect data by play level – user input of 
volumetrics – risks can be input directly or linked to split risk play maps

Input of Unidentified (postulated) Prospect polygons by play interval –
feature density and average prospect size data risked against play maps

Input of value ($/bbl) and cost data by play interval and polygon

Roll up of selected risked volumes and values by blocks or other polygons –
histogram and map ranking outputs

Single click upload of entire project to PlayHouse library and viewer

Import/edit of Licence Blocks and block data equities

Player can collect all discovery, well failure, play maps, Identified Prospects, and 
Unidentified (postulated) Prospect data AND roll these data into block and play rankings (by 
volume or value).

QwikEval Manual
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• This manual only addresses the QwikEval module (under Identified Prospectivity) 
within the Player software.

• The software interface is arranged using a hierarchical structure that should be 
intuitive for most geologists that have used other prospect software tools.

Getting Started Summary
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Just to be clear what we call things….

26

• Pool:  hydrocarbon accumulation in which the hydrocarbons are in pressure communication – typically having 
common hydrocarbon/water contacts

• Note:  Pools are contained within a single Play.  A Play can contain multiple Pools, so Pool names must be 
unique 

• Field:  A collection of Pools.  Fields can be defined and edited by the user.
• Note:  Each Field has a discovery well.  Player uses the spud date of the discovery well when building 

“creaming curves”…
• Prospect Target:  An undrilled potential hydrocarbon accumulation, or Pool.  Prospect Targets are projected to 

have a common hydrocarbon/water contact
• Note:  Prospect Targets are contained within a single Play.  A Play can contain multiple Prospect Targets 

• Prospect:  A collection of Prospect Targets (may also be referred to as a Lead or Concept depending on evaluation 
maturity)

• Play:  Stratigraphic interval defined on Reservoir/Seal couplets (typically) and assigned age ranges based on the  
included reservoirs; provides framework for regional play-element mapping and split risking  
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Your screen in Player/ArcPro should look 
something like this…

Note the project which is being displayed 
throughout this manual is NOT real. Its artificial 
data which display on New Zealand for illustrative 
purposes.
Normally our customers load IHS Markit E&P 
spatial data into real projects using a dedicated IHS 
download tool within the Player interface, but any 
data can be loaded to Player.

Note the project which is being displayed 
throughout this manual is NOT real. Its artificial 
data which display on New Zealand for illustrative 
purposes.
Normally our customers load IHS Markit E&P 
spatial data into real projects using a dedicated IHS 
download tool within the Player interface, but any 
data can be loaded to Player.

This button will enter the 
prospect evaluation dialogues.
This button will enter the 
prospect evaluation dialogues.

The Player ribbon in ArcGIS ProThe Player ribbon in ArcGIS Pro
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Prospects/Portfolio Summary Page In QwikEval

A series of summary tiles for 
each prospect and some 
portfolio summary figures

Users can subset by Polygon, 
Activity, Approval, Evaluation 
Maturity Status and/or Play 
Levels

Note these can all be 
customised in your version of 
the software by support@gis-
pax.com to match your 
company process/definitions, 
e.g. gate names

When filters on the 
left are activated, the 
plots and summary 
tables on the right 
update automatically

This summary quickly 
characterizes the 
status of the entire 
portfolio.

When opening the ‘Prospects’ 
screen in Player you are 
presented initially with the 
Portfolio Summary page:

When opening the ‘Prospects’ 
screen in Player you are 
presented initially with the 
Portfolio Summary page:
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Example of a Portfolio Summary 

Pg/POS/COS vs Mean Success Volume mmboe plot 
showing the size vs volumes distribution of your 
portfolio vs evaluation maturity status – hover over 
points will identify prospects.

Pg/POS/COS vs Mean Success Volume mmboe plot 
showing the size vs volumes distribution of your 
portfolio vs evaluation maturity status – hover over 
points will identify prospects.

Prospect counts and sum of risked mean volumes –
the sum of the risked mean volumes IS the yet to find 
volume estimate (irrespective of dependency).

Prospect counts and sum of risked mean volumes –
the sum of the risked mean volumes IS the yet to find 
volume estimate (irrespective of dependency).

The funnel plot shows the portfolio by evaluation 
status and the counts and risked volumes in each 
evaluation class.

The funnel plot shows the portfolio by evaluation 
status and the counts and risked volumes in each 
evaluation class.

These plots are designed for easy access to 
most portfolio audit and tracking 
requirements.

These plots are designed for easy access to 
most portfolio audit and tracking 
requirements.

Visual overview of each prospect, 
showing polygon area, number of 
targets, play intervals, 
Pg/POC/Cos, aggregated risked 
and unrisked volumes, oil vs gas.

Visual overview of each prospect, 
showing polygon area, number of 
targets, play intervals, 
Pg/POC/Cos, aggregated risked 
and unrisked volumes, oil vs gas.
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Navigating in QwikEval

An arrow on the edge of a tile indicates that you 
can navigate down to see more detail.

In this case you can expand to see the details of 
each prospect.

An arrow on the edge of a tile indicates that you 
can navigate down to see more detail.

In this case you can expand to see the details of 
each prospect.
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Navigating in QwikEval

Pg/POS/COS vs Mean Success Volume 
mmboe plot showing the size vs volumes 
distribution of your portfolio vs 
evaluation maturity status – hover over 
points to identify prospects.

Pg/POS/COS vs Mean Success Volume 
mmboe plot showing the size vs volumes 
distribution of your portfolio vs 
evaluation maturity status – hover over 
points to identify prospects.

1

2

4

3

5

6

7

1. Basic prospect overview 
information.

2. Prospect target summary 
(see page XX)

3. Stochastic aggregation of 
prospect targets (see page 
XX).

4. Display option for results 
(see page XX).

5. Ability to set multiphase 
commercial cutoffs (see 
page XX).

6. Button to run the prospect 
aggregation.

7. Charts displaying results.

1. Basic prospect overview 
information.

2. Prospect target summary 
(see page XX)

3. Stochastic aggregation of 
prospect targets (see page 
XX).

4. Display option for results 
(see page XX).

5. Ability to set multiphase 
commercial cutoffs (see 
page XX).

6. Button to run the prospect 
aggregation.

7. Charts displaying results.
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QwikEval Tile Hierarchy

Prospects/Portfolio Summary Page

Prospect Summary Page

Prospect Target Summary Page

Prospect Screening Economics

Prospect Target Confidence 
per Risk Element

Prospect Target Volumetric Estimate

Portfolios have multiple 
prospects.
Portfolios have multiple 
prospects. Individual Prospects can have multiple 

targets – dependencies between targets 
need to be defined and the aggregated 
volumes calculated above commercial 
volume thresholds (see page XX).

Individual Prospects can have multiple 
targets – dependencies between targets 
need to be defined and the aggregated 
volumes calculated above commercial 
volume thresholds (see page XX).

Each Target must have a volumetric 
estimate and an estimated 
probability of success (see page XX).

Each Target must have a volumetric 
estimate and an estimated 
probability of success (see page XX).

The value of each prospect can 
be calculated from $/boe metric 
data with results provided for all 
oil prices between $10-
$100/boe (see page XX).

The value of each prospect can 
be calculated from $/boe metric 
data with results provided for all 
oil prices between $10-
$100/boe (see page XX).

AreaVol shown here - 7 
different methods are  
available (see page XX).

AreaVol shown here - 7 
different methods are  
available (see page XX).

Split risking Bullshead DC 
Wedge method shown here -
other methods available (see 
page XX).

Split risking Bullshead DC 
Wedge method shown here -
other methods available (see 
page XX).

Risking structure 
customised for each 
customer – 4 main matrices 
used in industry 

Risking structure 
customised for each 
customer – 4 main matrices 
used in industry 

This manual explains how to 
navigate through these tiles and 
evaluate different aspects of 
your prospect inventory in a 
quick and efficient way.

This manual explains how to 
navigate through these tiles and 
evaluate different aspects of 
your prospect inventory in a 
quick and efficient way.
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1. Under the main Player dropdown go to Identified Prospectivity and select “Digitise a new 
Prospect Target”. Note that Player always generates the Prospect Polygon from the Prospect 
Target polygon(s), so a user is NEVER asked to input a Prospect polygon.

2. On the map click and draw a polygon.  Double click to finish.

3. This dialog box opens up to input 3 descriptors.

4. Target Name is generally the reservoir name e.g. 1570 sand/top main etc – it’s a local name 
used to identify the reservoir target.  Many areas will have more than one target within a Play  
interval.

5. Prospect Name is the name of the prospect. Note: To add a target to an existing prospect, 
simply select the prospect name in the Prospect Name dropdown.

6. Play name is defined by the project and is selected using the a dropdown. Player uses the play 
to select which risk maps to use for map-based risking.

7. Caution:  when finished, simply close out and the new prospect will be available in the portfolio 
listing.  Do NOT click this option, as it will take you into the previous version of QwikEval (4.5 
not the 5.x version we are working with here). 

This above procedure will add a single Prospect Target. It is also possible to add a shape file 
containing multiple prospect polygons and metadata as a batch load to Player (see next slide).

Creating a new Prospect Target in Player/QwikEval

1

3

4

6

5
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Adding multiple prospects through batch import

1. Open the Player Settings.
2. Select the Identified Prospectivity option in Settings.
3. Select the layer in the TOC which contains the prospects.
4. Indicate the column in the attribute table (for the selected 

layer) which contains the Target Name.
5. Note: If Target Name is not supplied, the Prospect Name 

column can be used instead. However, each prospect 
must have a unique Prospect Name/Target Name 
combination.

6. Indicate the column in the attribute table (for the selected 
layer) that contains the Prospect Name.

7. Indicate the column in the attribute table (for the selected 
layer) that contains the Play Name (interval) for the 
Prospect Target.

8. Select the prospects to import (in the layer indicated in 
step 3).

9. From the main Player menus, select Play 
Analysis/Identified Prospectivity/Add Selected Prospect 
Targets to Player.

10. The selected prospects will appear in the Portfolio 
Summary page, assigned to the correct plays.

1. Open the Player Settings.
2. Select the Identified Prospectivity option in Settings.
3. Select the layer in the TOC which contains the prospects.
4. Indicate the column in the attribute table (for the selected 

layer) which contains the Target Name.
5. Note: If Target Name is not supplied, the Prospect Name 

column can be used instead. However, each prospect 
must have a unique Prospect Name/Target Name 
combination.

6. Indicate the column in the attribute table (for the selected 
layer) that contains the Prospect Name.

7. Indicate the column in the attribute table (for the selected 
layer) that contains the Play Name (interval) for the 
Prospect Target.

8. Select the prospects to import (in the layer indicated in 
step 3).

9. From the main Player menus, select Play 
Analysis/Identified Prospectivity/Add Selected Prospect 
Targets to Player.

10. The selected prospects will appear in the Portfolio 
Summary page, assigned to the correct plays.

9

8

7
6

4
3

2

1
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Deleting a Target

If you want to remove a Prospect Target, always do so from within Player rather than 
using native ArcPro editing.  

1. From the Map ribbon click Area Selector, 
choose an area of interest polygon and 
and click New Selection.

2. Next, click Play Analysis/Identified 
Prospectivity/Delete Selected Prospect 
Targets from Player.

3. Click the checkboxes beside the prospect 
targets to remove.

4. Click Delete.

Using these steps ensures the Prospect 
Targets are removed cleanly from the 
database, along with all data elements 
connected to the Prospect Targets.

1. From the Map ribbon click Area Selector, 
choose an area of interest polygon and 
and click New Selection.

2. Next, click Play Analysis/Identified 
Prospectivity/Delete Selected Prospect 
Targets from Player.

3. Click the checkboxes beside the prospect 
targets to remove.

4. Click Delete.

Using these steps ensures the Prospect 
Targets are removed cleanly from the 
database, along with all data elements 
connected to the Prospect Targets.

4

3

2
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Once you have created your target

• Edit the descriptors in the Prospect and Prospect Target boxes to ensure 
they include sufficient characterization for later selection and filtering.

• Many of these inputs can be customised..

See next page for details.See next page for details.
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Prospect Target Attributes

The notes section allows interpretation observations in 
free-form text.
The notes section allows interpretation observations in 
free-form text.

If a Prospect only includes one Prospect Target, that target will automatically be 
the primary. If a Prospect includes more than one target, you must specify the 
primary.  The primary target defines the drilling costs that will be used for the 
screening economics. Targets shallower than the primary will be at minimal/zero 
cost, and deeper targets will have incremental costs associated with drilling 
deeper than the primary.

If a Prospect only includes one Prospect Target, that target will automatically be 
the primary. If a Prospect includes more than one target, you must specify the 
primary.  The primary target defines the drilling costs that will be used for the 
screening economics. Targets shallower than the primary will be at minimal/zero 
cost, and deeper targets will have incremental costs associated with drilling 
deeper than the primary.

The gross structure and paleogeography attributes are selected from global 
schemes already built into the Player software – companies can customise these 
using in-house standard classifications.

The trap type classification follow the Milton & Bertram trap scheme shown on 
the following slide. Users should identify the top and base sealing play intervals if 
either of the seals are unconformable.

The gross structure and paleogeography attributes are selected from global 
schemes already built into the Player software – companies can customise these 
using in-house standard classifications.

The trap type classification follow the Milton & Bertram trap scheme shown on 
the following slide. Users should identify the top and base sealing play intervals if 
either of the seals are unconformable.
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Milton & Bertram 1992 
Pool Description Scheme
AAPG Bull., 76(7), 983-999

• Trap scheme based on characterizing the surfaces that bound 
the hydrocarbon pool, namely conformable beds (C), 
unconformable surface (U), fault (T), or facies/stratigraphic 
change (F).

• The scheme does NOT describe the generic origin of the trap 
(diapiric structure, compressional tectonics etc.)

39This graphic is confidential and cannot be reproduced, used or shown without permission in any public domain forum or document. It is the Intellectual Property of GIS-pax Pty Ltd
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Prospect Target Attributes – Amplitude Support

Users can specify whether or not the Prospect has amplitude support.

For users with full Player functionality, the amplitude characterization 
can be used to calculate a Bayesian boost or downgrade of Pg/POS/COS 
for the Prospect.

Users can specify whether or not the Prospect has amplitude support.

For users with full Player functionality, the amplitude characterization 
can be used to calculate a Bayesian boost or downgrade of Pg/POS/COS 
for the Prospect.
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Amplitude-Supported Exploration

• Amplitude-supported exploration can be complex and will not be discussed in detail here. In many basins, amplitudes 
are thought to provide a magic bullet for exploration success and the E&P industry is consequently obsessed.

• Rarely discussed, however, is the number of failures attributable to amplitude supported prospects, even on high 
quality, modern 3D datasets in heartland areas with good well, seismic, and petrophysical control.

• Player defines an amplitude-supported Prospect Target as any feature for which the interpreter modifies the evaluation 
(normally the risking portion) based on any seismic attributes/features (flats/avo, fit-to-structure normally). 

• Human nature means we normally only do this when an anomaly is observed and thought to be a direct 
hydrocarbon/fluid indicator. 

• To best understand and evaluate amplitude-supported features, we recommended companies join the Rose & 
Associates DHI consortium (https://www.roseassoc.com/dhi-consortium/). HOWEVER, this consortium is dominated by 
geophysical analysis of quality drilled prospects to provide a Bayesian calibration of undrilled features, so we believe 
that while it is very useful it only represents a subset of all amplitude supported features.

• The Player post drill scheme (not described in this document) uses the pre-drill amplitude status and the well outcome 
to calibrate local Bayesian factors.  These are typically lower than those calculated by the geophysical methods alone 
because they consider the full range of exploration results, not just the “nice” ones.

• In addition, we believe that the future large, complex/strat trap discoveries in proven/established basins will be non-
amplitude supported as per the analysis in the following slides. This is not to say that efforts should not continue to 
improve seismic quality and imaging, such as acquisition of broadband seismic (which in many basins provides a step 
change in trap-definition capability).
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Map of Major Discoveries of the last +/-15 years..

New Province Discoveries

• Mangala/India/Cairn/2005

• Lake Albert/Uganda/Tullow nee Hardman/2006+

• Santos Subsalt/Brasil/Petrobras/2006 

• Jubilee/Ghana/Kosmos/2007

• Tamar/Israel/Noble/2009*

• Ravuma/Mozambique/Anadarko/2012

• Wisting OMV Barents Sea/ 2013

• Senegal/FAR & Cairn/2014 SNE & FAN *

• Pobeda (Victory)/Kara Sea/Rosneft/2014

• Liza Exxon Guyana (2015)

• Tortue Kosmos Senegal 2105

• Kronos Anardarko Columbia DW

• Brulpadda Total South Africa DW

New Province Discoveries

Late Mature Basin Discoveries

Note: the answer is NOT just “In Africa”

Late/Mature Basin Discoveries

• Buzzard/UK/Nexen/2001

• Wilcox DW GOM/Baha-2/Shell 2001 

• Tawke/DNO/Kurdistan (2005) ++ 

• Antelope Interoil PNG 2006

• Perla/Venezula/Repsol-Eni/2009 

• Flemish Pass/Statoil/Canada/2009 

• Johan Sverdrup/Norway/Lundin/2010

• Cameia/Angola/Cobalt/2012 

• Zohr Eni Egypt 2015 

• Smiths Bay Caelus Alaska 2016 

• Horseshoe Armstrong/Repsol North Slope Alaska 2016 

• Lancaster/Halifax Hurricane West of Shetlands 2017  

• Zama Talos/Premier Offshore Mexico 2017

• Dorado 2018 Quadrant/Carnarvon Bedout NW Shelf Australia 
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Emerging

Our list of the 27 biggest / most significant global discoveries so far this century 
divided into frontier and mature settings..

New Province Discoveries

• Mangala/India/Cairn/2005

• Lake Albert/Uganda/Tullow nee Hardman/2006+*

• Santos Subsalt/Brasil/Petrobras/2006 

• Jubilee/Ghana/Kosmos/2007**

• Tamar/Israel/Noble/2009*

• Ravuma/Mozambique/Anadarko/2012*

• Wisting OMV Barents Sea/ 2013

• Senegal/FAR & Cairn/2014 SNE & FAN *

• Pobeda (Victory)/Kara Sea/Rosneft/2014

• Liza Exxon Guyana (2015)

• Tortue Kosmos Senegal 2105

• Kronos Anardarko Columbia DW

• Brulpadda Total South Africa DW

Increasing Exploration Maturity/Drilling

Undrilled 1st Discovery1st well

C
u

m
u

la
ti

ve
 D

is
co

ve
ry

 V
o

lu
m

es MatureFrontier

Late/Mature Basin Discoveries

• Buzzard/UK/Nexen/2001

• Wilcox DW GOM/Baha-2/Shell 2001 

• Tawke/DNO/Kurdistan (2005) ++ 

• Antelope Interoil PNG 2006

• Perla/Venezula/Repsol-Eni/2009 

• Flemish Pass/Statoil/Canada/2009 

• Johan Sverdrup/Norway/Lundin/2010

• Cameia/Angola/Cobalt/2012 

• Zohr Eni Egypt 2015 

• Smiths Bay Caelus Alaska 2016 

• Horseshoe Armstrong/Repsol North Slope Alaska 2016 

• Lancaster/Halifax Hurricane West of Shetlands 2017  

• Zama Talos/Premier Offshore Mexico (2017)

• Dorado 2018 Quadrant/Carnarvon Bedout NW Shelf Australia 

Happy to discuss the 
splits and add any that 
have been missed..
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Emerging

Same list, with the amplitude-supported discoveries colored red….

Increasing Exploration Maturity/Drilling

Undrilled 1st Discovery1st well

C
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es MatureFrontier

New Province Discoveries

• Mangala/India/Cairn/2005

• Lake Albert/Uganda/Tullow nee Hardman/2006+*

• Santos Subsalt/Brasil/Petrobras/2006 

• Jubilee/Ghana/Kosmos/2007**

• Tamar/Israel/Noble/2009*

• Ravuma/Mozambique/Anadarko/2012*

• Wisting OMV Barents Sea/ 2013

• Senegal/FAR & Cairn/2014 SNE & FAN *

• Pobeda (Victory)/Kara Sea/Rosneft/2014

• Liza Exxon Guyana (2015)

• Tortue Kosmos Senegal 2105

• Kronos Anardarko Columbia DW

• Brulpadda Total South Africa DW

Late/Mature Basin Discoveries

• Buzzard/UK/Nexen/2001

• Wilcox DW GOM/Baha-2/Shell 2001 

• Tawke/DNO/Kurdistan (2005) ++ 

• Antelope Interoil PNG 2006

• Perla/Venezula/Repsol-Eni/2009 

• Flemish Pass/Statoil/Canada/2009 

• Johan Sverdrup/Norway/Lundin/2010

• Cameia/Angola/Cobalt/2012 

• Zohr Eni Egypt 2015 

• Smiths Bay Caelus Alaska 2016 

• Horseshoe Armstrong/Repsol North Slope Alaska 2016 

• Lancaster/Halifax Hurricane West of Shetlands 2017  

• Zama Talos/Premier Offshore Mexico (2017)

• Dorado 2018 Quadrant/Carnarvon Bedout NW Shelf Australia 44

Happy to discuss the 
splits and add any that 
have been missed..
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Emerging

The Explanation is simple…

Undrilled 1st Discovery1st well

C
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es MatureFrontier

..that amplitude support is useful in frontier settings as it 
helps de-risk charge, but it may be less useful later in 
mature settings…in proven basins, anything that even looks 
like it is a DHI is drilled out early…

All Amplitudes 
drilled here!!

New Province Discoveries

• Mangala/India/Cairn/2005

• Lake Albert/Uganda/Tullow nee Hardman/2006+*

• Santos Subsalt/Brasil/Petrobras/2006 

• Jubilee/Ghana/Kosmos/2007**

• Tamar/Israel/Noble/2009*

• Ravuma/Mozambique/Anadarko/2012*

• Wisting OMV Barents Sea/ 2013

• Senegal/FAR & Cairn/2014 SNE & FAN *

• Pobeda (Victory)/Kara Sea/Rosneft/2014

• Liza Exxon Guyana (2015)

• Tortue Kosmos Senegal 2105

• Kronos Anardarko Columbia DW

• Brulpadda Total South Africa DW

Late/Mature Basin Discoveries

• Buzzard/UK/Nexen/2001

• Wilcox DW GOM/Baha-2/Shell 2001 

• Tawke/DNO/Kurdistan (2005) ++ 

• Antelope Interoil PNG 2006

• Perla/Venezula/Repsol-Eni/2009 

• Flemish Pass/Statoil/Canada/2009 

• Johan Sverdrup/Norway/Lundin/2010

• Cameia/Angola/Cobalt/2012 

• Zohr Eni Egypt 2015 

• Smiths Bay Caelus Alaska 2016 

• Horseshoe Armstrong/Repsol North Slope Alaska 2016 

• Lancaster/Halifax Hurricane West of Shetlands 2017  

• Zama Talos/Premier Offshore Mexico (2017)

• Dorado 2018 Quadrant/Carnarvon Bedout NW Shelf Australia 45
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conventional oil and gas prospects and discuss some common limitations we have 
observed.

Prospect Evaluation:  Risking a Prospect Target

RISKS VOLUMES

Porosity, N/G, HC 
Saturation, GRV, 

GEF/Bo, Rec 
Factor, etc

Industry generally evaluates prospects 

by combining probability of success 

(risk/chance numeric estimates) with 

an estimate of what success looks like 

= Volumes (typically a Monte Carlo 

output from various inputs which 

capture the uncertainty)

Many existing software products can 

do this evaluation and various 

aggregations.  However, QwikEval is 

the only one with spatial capabilities –

i.e., instantly displays both inputs and 

outputs on a map.

Companies use many different methods to mathematically 

combine risk elements.  Alternative solutions may be 

equally valid, although companies may get different 

estimates from the same inputs.
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• QwikEval provides a flexible set of tools for both risking and volumetric evaluation.

• Risks can be applied to Prospect Targets using one of two approaches:

• Input directly into the Prospect Target dialogues.

• Populated spatially based on the common risk segment (CRS) maps and where the prospect is located relative to each of 
the risking elements (source, reservoir, seal, trap, etc.) - if working within Player.

• When populating risks from maps, Player has the flexibility to deal with any style of risking:

• Simple, qualitative risking (“Traffic light mapping”).

• Single value quantitative risking (assigning a single value to represent each risk element).

• Split risking (assigning both shared and non-shared risk components to each risk element).

Risking approaches
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Defining a Player project requires several decisions, including: 

• “Play” intervals – typically established based on reservoir/seal couplets with ages ranges defined on reservoir target age

• Play definitions can be modified as needed during the evaluation, but often provide the basis for regional mapping

• Prospect risking maths – normally specific to the company (and can be customised in Player for each company)

• The selected maths structure is implemented in the risk mapping structure, meaning that for a play stack the  numeric 
Pg/POS/COS values from the risk maps will match the company risking maths EXACTLY, and will thus be meaningful for 
portfolio analysis

• Risking method – the 3 main choices are:

1. Prospect Risking Only – directly inputting risks at the prospect level with no risk maps – essentially a spatial prospect 
database 

2. Traffic Light Map calibration – inputting risk at the  prospect level using traffic light maps for guidance – essentially a 
soft linkage of the risk map with a spatial prospect database

3. Split Risk Maps (Recommended) – direct linkage of the risk maps to a spatial prospect database in a way that 
supports robust prospect aggregation for unproven plays

These aspects are decided up front.  No single “correct” structure exists – the best choice depends on the data 
and time available and what you are trying to achieve (and what management wants/understands)

Prospect Risking in Player
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Split Risking 

• Split risking refers to the process of partitioning each prospect risk element into two components, 
commonly referred to as shared/non shared or play/local values.

• We coined the term “Split Risking” many years ago to stop endless discussions around “double 
dipping” – see the Seinfeld Chip Dip episode for a full explanation of this issue.

• Split risking is required to obtain a valid aggregation of multiple prospects within an unproven play.

• The split risking process is normally THE most confusing aspect of risking for many explorers, since it 
is NOT taught in universities and is not used by all E&P companies.

• The key concept to understand with split risking is WHY we do it. Split risking is essential to 
understand the potential of a prospect portfolio in an unproven play.  This may not be well 
understood by those prospect evaluators who focus on one prospect at a time - especially those with 
excessive geophysical focus who suffer from “prospect myopia” (a common affliction for interpreters 
obsessed with seismic amplitudes).

• The following simple example illustrates why split risking can be essential for unproven play areas 
and how traffic light maps can lead to incorrect solutions…
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Why do we recommend Split Risking?

• Split Risking is required to obtain a valid aggregation of multiple prospects in an 
unproven play!

• Why – Because the outcome of a well can change the risk profile of the remaining prospects

• Consider a group of prospects that depend on an unproven Turonian source for 
charge (known unknown)

• If the first prospect drilled succeeds for charge, thus proving the charge concept, Pg/POS/COS  
for the remainder of the prospects is uplifted (the shared charge risk is eliminated)

• If the first prospect drilled fails for charge, thus disproving the charge concept, the remainder of 
the prospects are eliminated and thus should not be drilled

• The initial wildcat well is burdened with both the shared and non-shared risk 
components.  After success, all subsequent wells are burdened with only the non-
shared component.  

• The key to benefitting from this concept is to prove (validate) or disprove the play 
concept with as few wells as possible…  (see example to follow)
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Hypothetical example:  Simple portfolio decision – which prospect should 
you drill?

Well with Play Interval Absent

Well with Play Interval Present

m net sand

3

3

3

3

3

3

Mature Source Kitchen
3

HC Pool – all non 

amplitude supported

Plunging Noses

Prospects –all non 

amplitude supported

F G

H

I

J

Zone of 
wrenching and 
potential 
leakage.. Only 
50% chance of 
getting HC’s 
beyond this 
line..

K

L

M

Single play interval

Area with a seismic event deemed to have a 30% chance of 
being a potential reservoir interval.. 

3

3

3

Line of Section

3

? 30%
Charge 50%

Section

13 wells with no

reservoir
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MSV    
(oil mmb)

COS
Risked 

Reserves

A 15 80.0% 12.0

B 30 40.0% 12.0

C 18 40.0% 7.2

D 18 40.0% 7.2

E 18 40.0% 7.2

F 20 12.0% 2.4

G 20 12.0% 2.4

H 20 12.0% 2.4

I 20 12.0% 2.4

J 20 12.0% 2.4

K 20 12.0% 2.4

L 20 12.0% 2.4

M 20 12.0% 2.4

Risked
Potential

A Portfolio decision 
should consider the 
impact on the entire 
drilling program, not just 
the first well.  
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1. Reservoir Presence

Result

Composite Common Risk Segment Map 
(shows overall play risk)

small low risk area removed
due to burial depth (porosity)

Composite Common Risk Segment Map 

(shows overall play risk)

3. Seal Presence + Effectiveness

Reservoir Presence

Reservoir Effectiveness

no change to composite risk
In

4. Petroleum Charge

Reservoir Presence

Reservoir Effectiveness

Seal Presence + Effectiveness

Low & mod. risk area
reduced due to charge

Simple Traffic Light Mapping

= “High” Risk

= “Moderate” Risk

= “Low” Risk

after Fraser 2012

2.
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Qualitative Play Analysis Workflow

1 2

6

7

5

8

8

4

4

3

3

1
Define Plays – generally bounded by 

regionally extensive seal units

2 Plays have chronostratigraphic 

limits

CRS

3
CRS made for selected plays using 

geological proxy maps – e.g., GDE 

for reservoir presence

4
Qualitative CCRS 

Maps made (Traffic 

Light Stacks)

CRS

CRS

5
Prospects and Leads 

co-visualised on CCRS 

Map

6 End

This process simply shows which prospects are in 
relatively favorable vs unfavorable locations 
• However, it does not differentiate those areas in which the risk 

profile can change with drilling from those in which it cannot
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If you made a traffic light map..

Well with Play Interval Absent

Well with Play Interval Present

meters net sand

3

3

3

3

3

3

Mature Source Kitchen
3

HC Pool

Plunging Noses

Prospects

F G

H

I

J

Which prospect would you drill??

Zone of wrenching 
with potential 
charge leakage.. 
Only 50% chance 
of HC’s migrating 
beyond this line..

K

L

M

Single play interval - NAS Play

RED

ORANGE

GREEN

Area with a seismic event deemed to have a 30% chance of 
being a potential reservoir interval.. 

3

3

3

Line of Section 55

MSV    
(oil mmb)

COS
Risked 

Reserves

A 15 80.0% 12.0

B 30 40.0% 12.0

C 18 40.0% 7.2

D 18 40.0% 7.2

E 18 40.0% 7.2

F 20 12.0% 2.4

G 20 12.0% 2.4

H 20 12.0% 2.4

I 20 12.0% 2.4

J 20 12.0% 2.4

K 20 12.0% 2.4

L 20 12.0% 2.4

M 20 12.0% 2.4

Risked
Potential
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Raw Input Numbers

Reservoir Presence Charge Reservoir 
Quality Trap Presence Seal & Trap Eff

MSV    (oil 
mmb)

COS
Risked 

Potential
Play 

Local Total

Play 

Local Total Total Total

A 15 80.0% 12.0 100% 100% 100.0% 100% 100% 100% Proven 100% 80% 100%

B 30 40.0% 12.0 100% 100% 100.0% 50% 100% 50% 100% 80% 100%

C 18 40.0% 7.2 100% 100% 100.0% 50% 100% 50% CDE Shared 100% 80% 100%

D 18 40.0% 7.2 100% 100% 100.0% 50% 100% 50% CDE Shared 100% 80% 100%

E 18 40.0% 7.2 100% 100% 100.0% 50% 100% 50% CDE Shared 100% 80% 100%

F 20 12.0% 2.4 30% 100% 30.0% F-M Shared 50% 100% 50% F-M Shared 100% 80% 100%

G 20 12.0% 2.4 30% 100% 30.0% F-M Shared 50% 100% 50% F-M Shared 100% 80% 100%

H 20 12.0% 2.4 30% 100% 30.0% F-M Shared 50% 100% 50% F-M Shared 100% 80% 100%

I 20 12.0% 2.4 30% 100% 30.0% F-M Shared 50% 100% 50% F-M Shared 100% 80% 100%

J 20 12.0% 2.4 30% 100% 30.0% F-M Shared 50% 100% 50% F-M Shared 100% 80% 100%

K 20 12.0% 2.4 30% 100% 30.0% F-M Shared 50% 100% 50% F-M Shared 100% 80% 100%

L 20 12.0% 2.4 30% 100% 30.0% F-M Shared 50% 100% 50% F-M Shared 100% 80% 100%

M 20 12.0% 2.4 30% 100% 30.0% F-M Shared 50% 100% 50% F-M Shared 100% 80% 100%

In this example, all prospects have an 80% trap presence risk and no risk for seal/trap 

effectiveness nor reservoir effectiveness (both set to 100%).  Only Reservoir Presence and 

Charge risk vary among prospects.
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How we would typically select the best prospect..

• Cross plot of mean volume vs Pg/POS/COS

• Prospect B is in the Orange Traffic Light Polygon, which actually means nothing

A

B

C,D,E
F to M

Prospect B and A have the same risked mean volume, but 

most people would recommend drilling Prospect B because it 

is larger.  In reality, economic factors such as well cost should 

influence the decision.    
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MSV    
(oil mmb)

COS
Risked 

Reserves

A 15 80.0% 12.0

B 30 40.0% 12.0

C 18 40.0% 7.2

D 18 40.0% 7.2

E 18 40.0% 7.2

F 20 12.0% 2.4

G 20 12.0% 2.4

H 20 12.0% 2.4

I 20 12.0% 2.4

J 20 12.0% 2.4

K 20 12.0% 2.4

L 20 12.0% 2.4

M 20 12.0% 2.4

Risked
Potential
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In single prospect world thinking

• The choice is between A & B.  Most people would pick B because it is 
larger.  

• The other prospects would be downgraded..and/or ignored

• This approach ignores the portfolio effect on the other prospects

58

MSV    
(oil mmb)

COS
Risked 

Reserves

A 15 80.0% 12.0

B 30 40.0% 12.0

C 18 40.0% 7.2

D 18 40.0% 7.2

E 18 40.0% 7.2

F 20 12.0% 2.4

G 20 12.0% 2.4

H 20 12.0% 2.4

I 20 12.0% 2.4

J 20 12.0% 2.4

K 20 12.0% 2.4

L 20 12.0% 2.4

M 20 12.0% 2.4

Risked
Potential
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However.. Success at C, D, or E would derisk migration into this area.. 

Well with Play Interval Absent

Well with Play Interval Present

meters net sand

3

3

3

3

3

3

Mature Source Kitchen
3

HC Pool – all non 

amplitude supported

Plunging Noses

Prospects – all non 

amplitude supported

F G

H

I

J

K

L

M

Area with a seismic event deemed to have a 30% chance of 
being a potential reservoir interval.. 

3

3

3

Line of Section

3

? 30%
Charge 50%

Section

13 wells with no

reservoir

An oil discovery at E would prove 

that charge has crossed the zone of 

wrenching – this would derisk 

charge for C & D!

The risk for prospects C & D would 

increased to 80%, giving each a 

Risked Potential of 14.4 mmboe 

C & D = 18 * 0.80 = 14.4 mmboe
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MSV    
(oil mmb)

COS
Risked 

Reserves

A 15 80.0% 12.0

B 30 40.0% 12.0

C 18 40.0% 7.2

D 18 40.0% 7.2

E 18 40.0% 7.2

F 20 12.0% 2.4

G 20 12.0% 2.4

H 20 12.0% 2.4

I 20 12.0% 2.4

J 20 12.0% 2.4

K 20 12.0% 2.4

L 20 12.0% 2.4

M 20 12.0% 2.4

Risked
Potential

Single play interval
Zone of wrenching 
with potential 
charge leakage.. 
Only 50% chance 
of HC’s migrating 
beyond this line..
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However.. Success at C, D or E, derisks migration to this area.. 

• Success at any one (C, D, & E) will derisk migration to the other 2..

Would you still drill B??

60

R
is

ke
d

 P
o

te
n

ti
al

Note:  With a fill and spill model, 

success at C or D might only 

partially derisk E
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How does the math(s) work??

• In this example, C, D & E have a shared 50% migration risk.  

• If E is successful, migration risk for C & D increases from 50% to 100%..

• If E fails (for migration), migration risk for C & D decreases from 50% to 0%..

Success 18 mmboe

Failure = 0 mmboe

Drill E

40%

60%

7.2 mmboe

61

Risked 

Potential

C
D

Risk = 80%  Success 18 mmboe

Risked 

Potential

14.4 mmboe

C
D

Risk = 0%  Success 18 mmboe 0 mmboe

Revised C & D Prospect Risk after Drilling E
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What about a success in the north??…

• Success in prospects F-M would prove both reservoir and charge in that 
area – success at one thus derisks 7 other prospects…

Now which one would you drill??
62

Risked
Potential
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MSV    
(oil mmb)

COS
Risked 

Reserves

A 15 80.0% 12.0

B 30 40.0% 12.0

C 18 40.0% 7.2

D 18 40.0% 7.2

E 18 40.0% 7.2

F 20 12.0% 2.4

G 20 12.0% 2.4

H 20 12.0% 2.4

I 20 12.0% 2.4

J 20 12.0% 2.4

K 20 12.0% 2.4

L 20 12.0% 2.4

M 20 12.0% 2.4

Risked
Potential

What this looks like on a prospect ranking cross-plot..

• Cross plot of mean volumes vs Pg/POS/COS

A

B

C,D,E
F to M

Economic Cut-off 

25mmbbls

Drilling any one of prospects F to 

M now delivers the best risked 

volume opportunity and effectively 

offers a portfolio equivalent of a 

115 mmbbl success opportunity?! 

Considering Shared Risk suggests you should drill IN the red traffic light polygon – ie drill one of Prospects F through M
63
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Traffic Light Maps are dangerous…

• Traffic Light Maps do not differentiate Shared and Non-Shared Risk!
• In this example, de-risking the area in the north offers significant upside – even though the 

individual prospects are relatively small.  

• By considering Shared Risk, we can calculate the uplift of proving the reservoir and charge risk 
elements for this area..

• This IS Play Based Exploration
• It changes what you drill and how you think…

• It means you have to know how to make these maps, and that those maps must have the 
prospects embedded in the evaluation..

• Making traffic light maps or just having a play column in your risking matrix is NOT 
Play Based Exploration. 

• We do NOT make exploration decisions based on risk alone – which is all that traffic 
light maps consider

• We must ALWAYS balance risk and reward 
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Split Risking – 50 plus years old!!

 Each Polygon has 3 values –

 Shared/Play x Not Shared/Local/Prospect Specific = Average Prospect POS/COS/Pg

Reservoir

Trap Presence

Charge

Seal /Trap Effectiveness

Play CRS Maps

Play Prospect Overall

X =

This stack defines 
where the play is 
proven (the play 
fairways).

This stack defines the 
inherent variability of 
prospect-level risks.

This stack represents 
COS for a typical 
prospect at different  
locations.

The list of play elements is 
customisable in Player by 
company and project

Splitting risking is a skill that must be taught. While not difficult, many people in industry today (including 

some very senior explorers) have never seen this approach and tend to get confused/scared and then 

retreat to the myopic traffic light world.

(For the record, IF you have a split risk evaluation in Player you can easily output a traffic light stack for 

management – the reverse is not true!) 65

Note:  Shared and Not Shared risk 

are determined for each Play 

Element
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Quantitative Play Analysis Workflow – with split risk maps

1 2

6

7

5

8

8

4

4

3

3

1

2

CRS

4
CRS made for selected plays using 

geological proxy maps and 

incorporating exploration history data

5
Numeric CCRS 

Maps made

CRS

CRS

7
Prospects and Leads 

integrated into Play 

Evaluation –including 

postulated features

6 Basin Stacks tells you which blocks cover proven 

vs unproven play areas = war maps

8
Which prospect 

targets derisk 

other targets??

This changes what 

you drill!

3 Exploration history 

incorporated = play 

penetrations and well failure 

analysis, trap type and GDE 

data – plus ID of predrill 

targets and amplitudes

9
Block/Play Valuations 

and Rankings by blocks 

play segment or any 

other set of polys

66

Define Plays – generally bounded by 

regionally extensive seal units

Plays have chronostratigraphic 

limits
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Measuring prospect impact in Player = Success Volumes

• This plot ranks the risked volumes (or values) of each prospect target plus the incremental impact that success will have on 
the adjacent prospects through the de-risking of play segments

• This is a spatial calculation that is only done by Player

Reservoir

Seal

Charge

CRS vs Halo Areas `

Evaluated Target

CRS Area

Halo 

Area

Evaluated Target
Other targets who’s risked volumes and value will change significantly if evaluated target is successful

Other targets who’s risked volumes and value will NOT change if evaluated target is successful

Other targets who’s risked volumes and value will change incrementally if evaluated target is successful

Split Risk maps can define with clarity the proven play areas, where further exploration success will not 
impact play risks, and separate them from unproven play areas, where derisking an area/polygon could 
affect multiple prospects. Harvest vs growth decision…
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Risk Partitioning – Avoiding Pitfalls

Well with Play Interval Absent

Well with Play Interval Present

3

m net sand

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

Mature Source Kitchen
3

3

HC Pool

Plunging Noses

Prospects

F G

H

I

J

K

L

M

When partitioning risks into shared/play and local/prospect elements – neither can be zero…

Reservoir Risking

30/100=30%

100/100=100%

100/100=100%

68

Single play interval - NAS Play

MSV    
(oil mmb)

COS
Risked 

Reserves

A 15 80.0% 12.0

B 30 40.0% 12.0

C 18 40.0% 7.2

D 18 40.0% 7.2

E 18 40.0% 7.2

F 20 12.0% 2.4

G 20 12.0% 2.4

H 20 12.0% 2.4

I 20 12.0% 2.4

J 20 12.0% 2.4

K 20 12.0% 2.4

L 20 12.0% 2.4

M 20 12.0% 2.4

Risked

Potential
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Risk Partitioning – Avoiding Pitfalls

Well with Play Interval Absent

Well with Play Interval Present

3

m net sand

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

Mature Source Kitchen
3

3

HC Pool

Plunging Noses

Prospects

F G

H

I

J

Zone of 
wrenching and 
potential 
leakage.. Only 
50% chance of 
getting HC’s 
beyond this 
line..

K

L

M

And we define the areas of shared risk…

Migration Risking

50/100

=50%

100/100=100%

50/100

=50%

50/100

=50%

50/100

=50%
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MSV    
(oil mmb)

COS
Risked 

Reserves

A 15 80.0% 12.0

B 30 40.0% 12.0

C 18 40.0% 7.2

D 18 40.0% 7.2

E 18 40.0% 7.2

F 20 12.0% 2.4

G 20 12.0% 2.4

H 20 12.0% 2.4

I 20 12.0% 2.4

J 20 12.0% 2.4

K 20 12.0% 2.4

L 20 12.0% 2.4

M 20 12.0% 2.4

Risked
Potential
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Risk Partitioning – Avoiding Pitfalls

Well with Play Interval Absent

Well with Play Interval Present

3

m net sand

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

Mature Source Kitchen
3

3

HC Pool

Plunging Noses

Prospects

F G

H

I

J

Zone of 
wrenching and 
potential 
leakage.. Only 
50% chance of 
getting HC’s 
beyond this 
line..

K

L

M

This is a simple process and it NEVER excludes an area of uncertainty

Split Risk Pg/POS/COS  Stack

50/100

=50%

100/100=100%

50/100

=50%

50/100

=50%

15/100 =15%
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Common Misconceptions

• Many managers may have been “burnt” by play mapping in their pasts 
and consider it “dangerous” – a typical complaint is that discoveries are 
sometimes made in red (risky) areas on CCRS/Play Stack Maps..

• Others may think that the process limits geological thinking, since they 
assume it excludes prospective areas where the data may be limited or 
ambiguous..

• These are BOTH reasons why traffic light maps are dangerous and we 
recommend Split Risking maps

• Simply put, split risking maps exclude NOTHING.  Our recommended workflows 
focus on the play input maps and calibrate these with well failures (what we 
know vs what we think we know), rather than focusing on the composite stack 
(which is a useful product, but its value depends on the quality of the inputs)
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Three good reasons to add prospects to Play Evaluations

• Success Volumes… identifies the best and in many cases the key play 
opening opportunities in a play/portfolio

• Yet To Find
• For basins with a near complete set of leads and prospects, the best YTF 

estimate is the sum of the risked mean volumes of the prospects

• In Player, the sum of the risked means does not change with dependency 
(although the success mean does!)

• Industry is not very good at “picking winners” in NV opportunity 
screening/datarooms – better to screen many than to focus on a few 
“winners” (the big ones that are typically used as the anchor prospects 
for the deal) that then get polished to justify a deal

• QwikEval provides a simple yet powerful spatial lead screening capability
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Play Mapping Types

Prospects
Play 

Maps

Portfolio 
Analysis

Prospects  
Play 

Maps

Portfolio 
Analysis

These play 
mapping types 

have NO linkage 
between prospects 
and plays (or any 
kind of analysis)

Split risking play 
mapping types have 

direct linkage 
between prospects 

and plays and Player 
can do smart analysis

Play Based 
ExplorationNot Play 

Based 
Exploration! 73
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Final Note on Split Risking

• Many of our competitor software companies offer the ability to have Play/Prospect and Total Chance 
elements in their risking structures.  However, it is only beneficial if applied correctly!  

• Over the last decade, we have seen what many companies “do” with this Play column – it varies from 
“ignore it” to random local definitions as to what the Play chance estimate should be.

• In general, limited agreement or understanding as to what Play Chance represents and how to 
define or use it consistently.

• Unfortunately, this problem is compounded by the advice given by some vendors and so called 
“experts” as to what value to put into the Play column.

• One vendor recommends that if there is a discovery in the same Play as the prospect target then 
the Play cell input should be 100%.

• This is wrong ….unless you believe that the basin has no/zero lateral variations in reservoir, seal, trap 
or charge risk elements anywhere – over the whole basin?!

• Clearly this is where numeric split risk Play maps should be integrated into the analysis – this is what 
Player does systematically and efficiently.

• Just having a column called Play Risk does NOT mean you are doing Play Based Exploration…
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Prospect Risking Industry “Norms”

• Four main basic mathematical structures are used by different E&P companies today:

• Multiplication = RP  x RE x TE(=TS x LS x BS) x TP x CH (=SP x SM x CM x CT) x RC

• Charge Weak-link = RP  x RE x TE(=Min (TS,LS,BS) x TP x CH (=Min(SP,SM,CM,CT)) x RC

• Pepperism (Yes Andy you get blamed for this one) = (Min RP, RE) x TE(=Min (TS,LS,BS) x TP x CH (=SP x Min(SM,CM,CT)) x RC

• Rose & Associates/MMRA = (Min RP, RE) x TE(=Min (TS,LS,BS) x TP x CH (=(Min SP,SM) x (Min CM,CT)) x 
RC

0 Excluded

5 Extremely Unlikely

15 Very Unlikely

33 Unlikely

50 Equivocal

67 Likely

85 Very Likely

95 Extremely Likely

100 Certain

0 Excluded

5 Extremely Unlikely

15 Very Unlikely

33 Unlikely

50 Equivocal

67 Likely

85 Very Likely

95 Extremely Likely

100 Certain

• Where RP=Reservoir Presence, RE= Reservoir Effectiveness, TE=Trap/Seal Effectiveness, TP=Trap Presence, CH= Charge composite, SP= Source 
Presence, SM =Source Maturity, CM=Charge Migration, CT=Charge Timing, and RC is Hydrocarbon Recovery.

• TE = Trap/Seal effectiveness is split here into TS=Top Seal, LS=Lateral Seal (fault juxtaposition & lateral seals) and BS=Base Seal sub risk elements.

• Plus most companies have a guidance for what chance estimates “mean” in words. This is because arguing geologists may NEVER agree on a 
number but they can often agree on a descriptor/word. 
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• Player can flip between these different risking maths structures as shown below.

Prospect Evaluation Theory – Player functionality

• The Player default and suggested risking structure is multiplication, because facilitates assigning dependencies 
between targets and with split risking does not require decisions on the “direction” of the maths (explained later).

• We believe the low probability problem from multiplication can be mitigated with proper play element definition and 
calibration.
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Access to Risking template 
in Player

Prospects/Portfolio Summary Page

Prospect Summary Page

Prospect Target Summary Page

Prospect Screening Economics

Prospect Target Confidence 
per Risk Element

Prospect Target Volumetric Estimate

Risking structure 
customised for each 
customer – 4 main matrices 
used in industry 

Risking template is on 
the Prospect Target 
Summary Page.

Risking template is on 
the Prospect Target 
Summary Page.
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Play Mapping Types

• The QwikEval risking 
template is flexible 
enough to accept any 
style of risking.

• Different approaches 
to risking suit different 
evaluation styles.

• Only split risking 
allows full integration 
of prospects with 
plays in the proper 
regional context.
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Player Risking Options 

Risk elements are customised for each client 
to ensure the nomenclature matches their in-
house risking standardisation.

Risk elements are customised for each client 
to ensure the nomenclature matches their in-
house risking standardisation.

• Risks can be input directly in the “Prospect 
Chance” column or, if used within Player can 
be populated directly from risk maps.

• The first three risk columns (Play Chance, 
Repeatability, Overall Chance) can be 
populated directly from Split Risking CRS maps 
within Player.

• The Split Risking approach splits risks between 
Shared/Non-Shared or Play/Prospect risks.

• Any risking format can be handled within 
QwikEval but we recommend Split Risking 
because it is the only approach that allows full 
integration of risk and reward in prospect 
evaluation.

• Split Risking also allows the impact of success 
at any prospect to be evaluated in terms of it’s 
quantitative effect on the entire portfolio.

• Split Risking is described in detail in previous 
slides.

• Risks can be input directly in the “Prospect 
Chance” column or, if used within Player can 
be populated directly from risk maps.

• The first three risk columns (Play Chance, 
Repeatability, Overall Chance) can be 
populated directly from Split Risking CRS maps 
within Player.

• The Split Risking approach splits risks between 
Shared/Non-Shared or Play/Prospect risks.

• Any risking format can be handled within 
QwikEval but we recommend Split Risking 
because it is the only approach that allows full 
integration of risk and reward in prospect 
evaluation.

• Split Risking also allows the impact of success 
at any prospect to be evaluated in terms of it’s 
quantitative effect on the entire portfolio.

• Split Risking is described in detail in previous 
slides.
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Player Risking Options – Split Risking Maps - controls 

1. Shows the location of the 
prospect target on a the map.

2. Updates the values in blue – the 
values from the CRS polygon spit 
risk maps at the prospect 
location.

3. Click on any numeric value cell 
and click this and the Bullshead 
DC Wedge interface opens (see 
page XX). Alternatively double 
click in the relevant Confidence 
column cell

4. This function copies the values in 
the repeatability cells into the 
prospect chance cells.  This is a 
timesaver function since the 
green cells can all be input 
manually

5. This hides the Repeatability and 
Overall Chance columns from the 
display leaving the Play Chance 
the Prospect Chance and The 
Total Chance columns – the 
product of the 2 former columns 
gives the latter column – the 
hidden columns are only for 
information/calibration

6. This hides the Confidence and 
Compliant  Columns if the 
Bullshead DC Wedge 
methodology is not being used.

1. Shows the location of the 
prospect target on a the map.

2. Updates the values in blue – the 
values from the CRS polygon spit 
risk maps at the prospect 
location.

3. Click on any numeric value cell 
and click this and the Bullshead 
DC Wedge interface opens (see 
page XX). Alternatively double 
click in the relevant Confidence 
column cell

4. This function copies the values in 
the repeatability cells into the 
prospect chance cells.  This is a 
timesaver function since the 
green cells can all be input 
manually

5. This hides the Repeatability and 
Overall Chance columns from the 
display leaving the Play Chance 
the Prospect Chance and The 
Total Chance columns – the 
product of the 2 former columns 
gives the latter column – the 
hidden columns are only for 
information/calibration

6. This hides the Confidence and 
Compliant  Columns if the 
Bullshead DC Wedge 
methodology is not being used.

1 2 3

5 6

4
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Player Risking Options – Split Risking Maps –
Typical workflow

A typical evaluation workflow for a new 
prospect evaluation is:

1. The split risk map values are 
populated directly from CRS maps.

2. The user manually inputs the 
prospect chance evaluations  -
sometimes the Set Prospect Risk  
tool is a quick way to get  initial 
numbers…

3. IF the  company evaluation 
workflow uses a Bullshead Matrix, 
each chance element is evaluated 
separately on the Bullshead DC 
wedge to ensure the chance inputs 
are “compliant” with the company 
risking system. This evaluation 
process is explained and shown on 
from page XX.

4. The final prospect target 
Pg/POS/COS is the product of the 
total Play risk and the total 
Prospect specific risk.

A typical evaluation workflow for a new 
prospect evaluation is:

1. The split risk map values are 
populated directly from CRS maps.

2. The user manually inputs the 
prospect chance evaluations  -
sometimes the Set Prospect Risk  
tool is a quick way to get  initial 
numbers…

3. IF the  company evaluation 
workflow uses a Bullshead Matrix, 
each chance element is evaluated 
separately on the Bullshead DC 
wedge to ensure the chance inputs 
are “compliant” with the company 
risking system. This evaluation 
process is explained and shown on 
from page XX.

4. The final prospect target 
Pg/POS/COS is the product of the 
total Play risk and the total 
Prospect specific risk.

1

2 3

4
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Prospect Evaluation:
Confidence Evaluation

QwikEval allows the integration of 
confidence in the assignment of risk 
elements.
The confidence assessments can be 
viewed on the typical industry 
“Bullshead” or Steershead” matrix, 
where zones are defined as compliant 
or non-compliant.
The underlying  principle is that high 
confidence is required to polarise a 
risk (high or low values), and with low 
confidence the risk needs to be more 
intermediate values (e.g. 40-60%).
The confidence columns can be 
displayed or hidden using the slider 

QwikEval allows the integration of 
confidence in the assignment of risk 
elements.
The confidence assessments can be 
viewed on the typical industry 
“Bullshead” or Steershead” matrix, 
where zones are defined as compliant 
or non-compliant.
The underlying  principle is that high 
confidence is required to polarise a 
risk (high or low values), and with low 
confidence the risk needs to be more 
intermediate values (e.g. 40-60%).
The confidence columns can be 
displayed or hidden using the slider 

1

1

Player Bullshead DC Wedge Evaluation
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their prospect evaluation manuals.

• Often these are referred to as Bullshead plots because of the shape of permissible inputs on the 
plot.

• While the details may differ by company, they all represent the same concept – you can’t be 
highly confident with limited knowledge or data, and you can’t be ambiguous with high levels of 
knowledge or data.  As your confidence that the element being risked is present or absent 
increases, so should the polarization of the risk value (close to 0 or 1).

• This is a very old technique that goes back to plots used in the 1980’s

Bullshead Functionality Theory

Example Bullshead plot – X axis is Pg/POS/COS (here labelled Chance 
of Adequacy) and Y-axis is Confidence (here divided into 9 levels) 
Compliant inputs fall within the white Bullshead shaped area – the 
red areas are NON-compliant.  When the confidence is low the 
default value is +/-50%.  When confidence is high, intermediate 
values are not permissible – only high or low values.

Compliant area

Non-compliant 
area
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• One challenge for prospect evaluation and risk mapping is transitioning from “your block”, which may have 
great well control, seismic coverage, and evaluation/knowledge, into a “data chasm”, such as a nearby block 
for which you have no well control or seismic data…

• This is a common real world situation, especially for those work on “postage stamp evaluations” floating in 
“seas of geological ignorance…”

• Especially common for areas where data are tightly held by NOC’s and not shared among operators.

• Another common challenge is that novice geos may wrongly assume that large amounts of data (multi-well 
control & good 3D etc) necessarily implies high confidence, and visa versa.  This is wrong!  For example, you 
can be very confident about hitting Mungaroo reservoir on the Exmouth Plateau even with very little local  
data because it’s an extensive sheet unit 5-10 km thick! 

• An additional challenge is that many areas may have established running rates – e.g., 85 wells penetrated 
Play Z, and 95% of them encountered reservoir. With no other data we might think we are low on the 
Bullshead Y axis (low confidence), but would it be appropriate to use 50% instead of the local running rate?

• GIS-pax developed the Bullshead DC (Data Complexity) Wedge to solve these common evaluation problems.

Confidence Challenges..
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• The conceptual integration here is that the assessment of confidence for play 
polygons uses exactly the same company-defined Bullshead evaluation method 
used to evaluate prospects in Player.

• EXACTLY the same evaluation method as for prospects in isolation (not just close!).

• The overall risk value is plotted on the Bullshead (NOT the play chance nor the 
repeatability). The risk value is then partitioned into Shared and Local risk, the product 
of which is the overall risk.

• Many companies try to have confidence measures for both Play and Repeatability 
estimates, with each having a separate Bullshead, but we do not consider this 
useful or meaningful.

• We refer to the confidence interface as the Bullshead DC (Data Confidence) 
wedge.

Prospect vs Play Confidence
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• Open the confidence editor by double clicking the ‘Confidence’ column for the element under 
considerations – e.g. Reservoir Presence:

Bullshead DC Wedge set up

Click this gear wheel to edit the Evaluation guidance 
notes (these change depending on the risk element 
chosen).

Click this gear wheel to edit the Evaluation guidance 
notes (these change depending on the risk element 
chosen).

Click this gear wheel to edit 
the Bullshead geometry to 
suit your company standard.

Click this gear wheel to edit 
the Bullshead geometry to 
suit your company standard.
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The confidence edit area looks like this:

Bullshead DC Wedge set up

1. Use the sliders to define your company’s 
Bullshead geometry.

2. Decide if you want the Bullshead to adjust 
or to be fixed at 50%. If you select “Not 
Fixed” then the Bullshead will start with 
the running rate/repeatability value for 
the play map polygon containing the 
prospect. For example, if 70% of the wells 
in a polygon have reservoir present, the X 
axis will centre on 70%.

3. Note:  We recommend using the same set 
up for all evaluations in the 
project/company.

1. Use the sliders to define your company’s 
Bullshead geometry.

2. Decide if you want the Bullshead to adjust 
or to be fixed at 50%. If you select “Not 
Fixed” then the Bullshead will start with 
the running rate/repeatability value for 
the play map polygon containing the 
prospect. For example, if 70% of the wells 
in a polygon have reservoir present, the X 
axis will centre on 70%.

3. Note:  We recommend using the same set 
up for all evaluations in the 
project/company.

1
2
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The evaluation edit area looks like this:

Bullshead DC Wedge set up

1. Select the risk element from the dropdown.
2. Double click the element you want to edit.
3. Edit guidance notes.

Note:  We recommend using the same set up 
for all evaluations in the project/company.

1. Select the risk element from the dropdown.
2. Double click the element you want to edit.
3. Edit guidance notes.

Note:  We recommend using the same set up 
for all evaluations in the project/company.

1

2

3
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Example of a “dancing” Bullshead display
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How to work with/understand the Bullshead DC Wedge

1. This value is the 
minimum of these 
three inputs (only 
one dropdown is 
required).  It sets 
the diagonal on the 
wedge plot..

We call this the QQE input area Quantity 
Quality and Evaluation Level inputs

The Q Q E refers to 
Quality, Quantity and 
Evaluation.
The level of evaluation 
of the data is important. 
Even with the best 3D 
data in the world, if it 
has not been reliably 
interpreted then 
confidence will be low.
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How to work with/understand the Bullshead DC Wedge

The complexity 
slider is then set 
based on the 
guidance notes.

The confidence 
level is set by the 
intersection of the 
KL and Complexity 
inputs.

In this methodology, confidence level is the output of knowledge level (QQE) and Complexity inputs. 
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• Assume an area with very limited data, e.g., 1-2 seismic lines and 0-1 wells

• Set the QQE inputs (as shown below), resulting in a Low Knowledge level

So how does the Bullshead DC Wedge help us?
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• Assume an area with very limited data, e.g., 1-2 seismic lines and 0-1 wells

• Assume the target is kms thick and continuous.  Move the complexity slider to the right 

So how does the Bullshead DC Wedge help us?

Setting the confidence level 
here indicates perfect 
confidence
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• Assume an area with very limited data, e.g., 1-2 seismic lines and 0-1 wells

• Assume the target is kms thick and continuous.  Move the complexity slider to the right 

So how does the Bullshead DC Wedge help us?

Input the compliant value into 
the risk matrix prospect chance 
cell - in this case 95%.  The 
evaluation will be shown as 
compliant.
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• Assume an area with very limited data, e.g., 1-2 seismic lines and 0-1 wells

• Assume the target is very thin and discontinuous…move the complexity slider to the left and follow 
the guidance notes:

So how does the Bullshead DC Wedge help us?

Setting the confidence level 
here indicates low confidence

The prospect chance is 
changed to +/- 50% to be 
compliant.
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Spit Risking Final Summary

Once all the risk elements are 
populated, the output for all 
elements is shown in the Prospect 
Target summary page.
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• In summary, the Bullshead DC Wedge can deal with the 3 challenges identified on the 

“Confidence Challenges” (page 85), including rapid spatial changes in Knowledge Level 
(e.g., data chasms at block boundaries), linking confidence to data availability (a common 
mistake), and not pinning low confidence evaluations at 50% Pg/POS/COS (with the 
dancing Bullshead).

• Player includes a fully developed spatial tool for the Bullshead DC Wedge method where 
the QQE and complexity evaluations can be mapped and the Bullshead DC Wedge inputs 
are directly populated from the Player maps.

• Contact support@gis-pax.com for information on how to do this.

• The Bullshead DC Wedge solution is a practical and flexible solution to many of the 
complexities that explorers struggle with wrt confidence and risking evaluations. It is 
delivered in a flexible structure so that each company can edit the guidance notes and 
Bullshead shapes to be completely compliant with that company’s prospect evaluation 
process.

So how does the Bullshead DC Wedge help us?
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Viewing Risking Inputs and Outputs in Player

99

To view risk inputs or outputs use Labeling in 
ArcGIS Pro. 
1. Highlight a CRS layer in the Contents pane.
2. On the Ribbon, click to make the Labeling tab 

visible. 
3. From the Field dropdown, click and highlight 

the input value to display (for example 
OverallSegmentRisk, Risk, Risk2…) 

4. To make the input value appear on the map, 
click Label button.

2

3

4
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• Currently there is no plan to make QwikEval standalone (outside of Player/ArcPro), as it is not intended to compete with non-spatial 
corporate prospect tools (such as other competitor software packages or internal tools).. 

• QwikEval is designed as the database for the upper part of the exploration funnel, used to screen or high grade and help move the best 
prospects into the drill sequence as quickly and efficiently as possible. When a prospect becomes a drill candidate, we anticipate that it 
will move into your corporate prospect evaluation software (we have export tools, and our support people routinely help with this).

• The goal for QwikEval is to be able to generate an evaluation for a single reservoir interval in less than 2 minutes, so that lots of 
prospects can be collected and assessed qwikly (pun intended). We advocate collecting and evaluating ALL features comprising an 
opportunity, not just the large anchor prospects (which ultimately may be the wrong one).

• Advantages of this approach include:

✓ Having a populated and consistently evaluated portfolio – not an empty one!

✓ Having spatial and evergreen data from which you can make summary/reporting auditing outputs at any point.

✓ Tracking the maturation of individual features through the evaluation process.

✓ At any point, rolling evaluations into block rankings (by volume or value) and making estimates of Yet-to-Find volumes.

✓ Viewing all of the input parameters and outputs on a map, where the data can be compared against adjacent field and well data, e.g., IHS Markit 
E&P dataset (pool/reservoir attributes which include porosity and net/gross estimates etc  for ~70,000+ discovery points covering the world). These 
can easily be loaded into Player and displayed next to prospect estimates, which can be edited and updated to collect local data and help make 
better prospect interpretations.

✓ Dropping selected corporate license subscriptions and saving money, since much of your exploration workflow can be managed inPlayer

• In summary, we are trying to help explorers do a better and more efficient job of prospect maturation, not to replace whatever drill 
sequence evaluation processes you are currently using.

Introduction to the QwikEval suite

QwikEval provides a suite of tools that enable rapid evaluation of any opportunity at any level of evaluation maturity. 
Using QwikEval, ALL opportunities can be captured and evaluated, rather than spending excessive time polishing a 
small fraction of the portfolio while the other opportunities remain unevaluated.
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Prospect Evaluation - Volumetrics

• All volumetric estimates for oil and gas prospects use the same basic maths for estimating 
volumes, as detailed below

• The Volumetric Equation…

The appropriate constants depend on the units used – Player can be set-up for Metric/Imperial and Oil Field units (currently 
disabled and will be enabled in 2022 when other modules in Player are delivered, e.g., Yet-to-find). The current release 
version of the software has inputs in meters and outputs in barrels (oil) and bcf (gas).
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www.gis-pax.com • Ideally geologists will enter the various input parameters into the volumetric equation with 
appropriate uncertainty distributions, which will result in output volume curves that tend to 
approximate log normal distributions.  On a linear scale, these will have many small and only a 
few large outcomes.. 

• On a log-probit plot, lognormal distributions will plot as a straight line..

Prospect Volumetric Distributions

Chance of Success

Min P90 Mode P50 Mean P10 Max POS/COS/Pg

Prospect A 1 5 10 15 20 40 60 50%

Prospect B 2 10 20 30 40 80 120 40%

Success Volumes (mmboe)

Volumetric distribution on a log-probit plot

Typical volumetric distribution on a linear histogram/frequency plot
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• Because field size distributions and typical prospect volumetric distributions tend to be lognormal, many 

exploration lookback studies calculate the delivery between the P90 and the P50 – lower than the predicted 
mean. This is because the mode (most frequent outcome) of most lognormal distributions occurs within this 
range.  

• An “anomalously” large single discovery in the lookback sample may sometimes be excluded and the mean 
volumes calculated without this “lucky” event. This is wrong. Often the “anomalous” large discovery defines 
the high end of the lognormal distribution.  We are exploring for these lucky events.  They are a natural part 
of a good exploration program and should always be included in the analysis.

• Over ~50-100+ wells, an exploration program should deliver the sum of the risked mean volumes (not the 
sum of the risked p50 volumes as some analysts like to plot).  A program that delivers less than this likely has 
some systemic optimism in the prospect analysis/methodology.

• Overly optimistic volumetric estimates are typically driven by excessive column height/trap mapping and 
filling assumptions (Gross Rock Volume). Inputs like net-to-gross and porosity tend to garner lots of attention 
(because they are easier to measure and calibrate), but these are very rarely the prime drivers for optimistic 
volumetric assumptions.

Discussion 1
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• It is well established that humans (all of us) tend to be overly confident in believing what we think we know, 
and thus we frequently use input distributions that are too narrow in our prospect volumetric analyses.

• Therefore, it IS fair to constantly be reminded to “open up” the distributions by reviewers.

• That being said, having volume ranges that are too wide (e.g. ~0 to a “very large number”) are useless to everyone!  In 
an unbiased analysis, 20% of the outcomes should be outside of the P10/P90 range (equally above and below). 

• To help with this, industry typically considers P10/P90 volume ratios as a guide to sensible volumetric ranges

• The generally accepted ratio guide is:

• A related issue is the practice of “pinning” the evaluation minimum (typically the P99 value) at the “smallest identifiable 
hydrocarbon volume” – typically ~+/-0.1mmboe recoverable.  We do NOT subscribe to this mantra, especially for fault-
independent closures at proven reservoir seal levels.  We believe the minimum column should be at the first likely 
spill/leak point of the structure and NOT some arbitrary small number.

• How you define the minimum will have a significant impact on the P90 volume and thus the P10/P90 ratio

• Remember, no matter what your company uses as volumetric guidelines - consistency is essential.

Discussion 2

P10/P90 ratio Expected Prospect Type

40-50 Frontier Prospect

15-20 Proven Basin Area Prospect

5-10 Near Field Prospect
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Access to volumetric 
summary in Player

Prospects/Portfolio Summary Page

Prospect Summary Page

Prospect Target Summary Page

Prospect Screening Economics

Prospect Target Confidence 
per Risk Element

Prospect Target Volumetric Estimate

Risking structure 
customised for each 
customer – 4 main matrices 
used in industry 

Volumetric summary is 
on the Prospect Target 
Summary Page.

Volumetric summary is 
on the Prospect Target 
Summary Page.
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Prospect Volumetric Methods in QwikEval

Once a new prospect target has been created in QwikEval, press this button to create a volumetric estimate.
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Seven different volumetric estimate types are available

ScoutVol:  For volumetric estimates obtained from outside of your organisation (dataroom, press 
release, investor briefing etc.) to which you want to apply a correction (i.e., BS) factor. Time taken 
to evaluate 1 min/

DirectVol:  For volumetric estimates that you trust/believe (generated within your organisation) 
and you want to import into Player.  For example, excel exports from the GeoX trial browser can 
be loaded directly.

AreaVol:  An area yield mmboe/km2 tool that uses a user-defined subset of pools and 
prospects/leads to estimate a volume distribution based on the target polygon area.

QwikVol:  Stochastic prospect tool using area-depth pairs at the top reservoir and thickness to 
define the gross rock volume distribution.

QwikVol:  Stochastic prospect tool using area-depth pairs at the top and base of the reservoir to 
define the gross rock volume distribution.

QwikVol:  Stochastic prospect tool using the polygon area and a shape factor to define the gross 
rock volume distribution.

QwikVol:  Stochastic prospect tool using direct estimate for gross rock volume, typically   from a 
separate mapping tool.

Select the appropriate tool based on the data and the time available for the evaluation. Some organisations have a preferred volumetric method that must be used for every 
prospect.  With complex evaluation tools, using the same method can be time consuming and therefore only the perceived ”best” prospects get fully evaluated. Our aim is to provide 
a tool for every level of evaluation maturity, where volumes can be obtained quickly from each tool. This enables an organisation to evaluate their entire portfolio and not just the 
presumed “anchor” prospects (because as an industry, we are not good at picking winners).
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ScoutVol

1

2

3

5

6

4

1. Enter name for ScoutVol estimate as well 
as any comments – typically source info, 
company data room, date, etc

2. Select input options for estimate
3. Select option to enter commodities (oil 

condensate gas etc) or as oil equivalent 
4. Enter input data – two points are required 

for a distribution. If you only have 1 
number, either use the P90/mean option 
and estimate a low number for the p90, or 
enter the same number into both cells to 
produce a spike/single value.

5. Add the adjustment (e.g., BS) factor (the 
OE estimate is divided by a this factor) –
generally the smaller the company the 
bigger the factor, although you can 
calibrate this (some supermajor portfolio 
teams use a similar factor to adjust the 
estimates from optimistic subsidiaries).

6. Add the appropriate phase split (normally 
farm-outs will be 100% oil even in gassy 
areas)..

7. The output is a lognormal stochastic 
distribution which can be included in 
prospect aggregation calculations.

1. Enter name for ScoutVol estimate as well 
as any comments – typically source info, 
company data room, date, etc

2. Select input options for estimate
3. Select option to enter commodities (oil 

condensate gas etc) or as oil equivalent 
4. Enter input data – two points are required 

for a distribution. If you only have 1 
number, either use the P90/mean option 
and estimate a low number for the p90, or 
enter the same number into both cells to 
produce a spike/single value.

5. Add the adjustment (e.g., BS) factor (the 
OE estimate is divided by a this factor) –
generally the smaller the company the 
bigger the factor, although you can 
calibrate this (some supermajor portfolio 
teams use a similar factor to adjust the 
estimates from optimistic subsidiaries).

6. Add the appropriate phase split (normally 
farm-outs will be 100% oil even in gassy 
areas)..

7. The output is a lognormal stochastic 
distribution which can be included in 
prospect aggregation calculations.

7

7

Time taken? About 1 minute…

Usage:  Not enough data and/or time to build a full stochastic analysis, but you 
do have a volumetric estimate that you want to capture and use…
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DirectVol – loading external probabilistic assessments

1. The GIS-pax support team support@gis-
pax.com is available to help (we do this all the 
time for our customers). Typically the data are 
exported into Excel and custom loaded into 
the client project.

2. We are working with some competitors to 
build a dynamic link through APIs (approved 
product interfaces) whereby the data we 
need in Player is always available in a fixed 
table/format. This is a slow process, but we 
are trying.

3. If customers want to export an evaluation 
themselves, there are two basic options:

a) Load the realizations (see next slide)
b) Match the parameter inputs in an 

equivalent evaluation type between the 
two software packages and “re-run” the 
analysis in QwikEval. Results obtained 
using this approach will be similar but 
not identical owing to subtle differences 
(e.g., assumptions about lognormal or 
beta functions etc.).   This option is slow 
and in many cases will NOT be identical 
(e.g., the QwikEval Shapefactor method 
is unique, and no competitor products 
have an equivalent option).

1. The GIS-pax support team support@gis-
pax.com is available to help (we do this all the 
time for our customers). Typically the data are 
exported into Excel and custom loaded into 
the client project.

2. We are working with some competitors to 
build a dynamic link through APIs (approved 
product interfaces) whereby the data we 
need in Player is always available in a fixed 
table/format. This is a slow process, but we 
are trying.

3. If customers want to export an evaluation 
themselves, there are two basic options:

a) Load the realizations (see next slide)
b) Match the parameter inputs in an 

equivalent evaluation type between the 
two software packages and “re-run” the 
analysis in QwikEval. Results obtained 
using this approach will be similar but 
not identical owing to subtle differences 
(e.g., assumptions about lognormal or 
beta functions etc.).   This option is slow 
and in many cases will NOT be identical 
(e.g., the QwikEval Shapefactor method 
is unique, and no competitor products 
have an equivalent option).

Usage:  Existing prospect evaluations (e.g., competitor software) that you want 
to load into QwikEval/Player for aggregation, etc
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DirectVol load from “trial browser” – loading external 
assessments

1

2

3

1. Name the DirectVol estimate and add any 
comments – typically for a trial browser 
export to Excel from another software 
product the unique segment name and/or 
segment name ID.

2. Open the trial browser xls and select the 
volume columns – tell DirectVol whether 
the data are in place or recoverable, then 
use the paste function to import.  If the 
volumes are in place, you can enter 
recovery factors.

3. The volumes are displayed as a table and 
in distributions and can subsequently be 
used for prospect aggregations.

1. Name the DirectVol estimate and add any 
comments – typically for a trial browser 
export to Excel from another software 
product the unique segment name and/or 
segment name ID.

2. Open the trial browser xls and select the 
volume columns – tell DirectVol whether 
the data are in place or recoverable, then 
use the paste function to import.  If the 
volumes are in place, you can enter 
recovery factors.

3. The volumes are displayed as a table and 
in distributions and can subsequently be 
used for prospect aggregations.

3

Time taken? About 5 minutes

Direct Vol is a method of bringing in EXACT existing evaluations from 
other stochastic evaluation tools.
To simply import P10/P90 estimates etc, use ScoutVol with a correction 
factor of 1.

Usage:  Directly load Monte Carlo trials from another assessment software… For products 
that allow assessment realizations to be exported in Excel

2
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• Selecting blank rows and header rows is ok

1. Confirm the order of columns and the units match. 

• Associated gas is optional. If you don’t have it, just select the 3 columns

2. Player uses recoverable volumes. If the imported are in-place, select that option and enter the recovery factors. 

3. By default, Player uses 6 BCF to 1 MMBOE conversion. This can be changed in Player’s Settings dialog

4. Confirm the import was successful.

• This example had 5000 trials in total – 4500 had a mix of oil and gas and 500 had just gas.

DirectVol Detailed Instructions – GeoX Trial Browser

Contact support@gis-pax.com if you want help with this or exporting trial browser data from GeoX 112
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AreaVol

1

2

4

1. Name the AreaVol estimate and add any 
comments.

2. Select whether calibration plot is linear, 
flipped to log-log (as shown), or flipped to 
linear (see page XX). This is a personal 
preference (we prefer log-log, but its up to 
you).

3. Select the filters to apply to the calibration 
area and subsets you want to use – click on 
the funnels on the column headers to subset 
and select.

4. Move the sliders until 10% of the points are  
outside the range at the top and 10% of the 
points outside of the range at the bottom.

5. Enter the correction factor for your polygon. 
Prospect polygons are ALWAYS drawn at the 
maximum/spill levels, but here we are 
estimating the mean area. This value 
represents the percentage of the prospect 
outline polygon expected to be filled. (We 
have some suggested global averages we can 
share with licensee's if you want assistance.) 
The correction factor will change the x-axis 
location on the calibration plot

6. Add the predicted phase splits.
7. The result is a fully stochastic, lognormal 

estimate that can be used in prospect 
aggregations.

1. Name the AreaVol estimate and add any 
comments.

2. Select whether calibration plot is linear, 
flipped to log-log (as shown), or flipped to 
linear (see page XX). This is a personal 
preference (we prefer log-log, but its up to 
you).

3. Select the filters to apply to the calibration 
area and subsets you want to use – click on 
the funnels on the column headers to subset 
and select.

4. Move the sliders until 10% of the points are  
outside the range at the top and 10% of the 
points outside of the range at the bottom.

5. Enter the correction factor for your polygon. 
Prospect polygons are ALWAYS drawn at the 
maximum/spill levels, but here we are 
estimating the mean area. This value 
represents the percentage of the prospect 
outline polygon expected to be filled. (We 
have some suggested global averages we can 
share with licensee's if you want assistance.) 
The correction factor will change the x-axis 
location on the calibration plot

6. Add the predicted phase splits.
7. The result is a fully stochastic, lognormal 

estimate that can be used in prospect 
aggregations.

3

Time taken? 5 minutes

AreaVol is an area/yield 
approach that uses local 
pool and prospect 
evaluation data to calibrate 
and predict prospect 
volumetric estimates.
Version 5.1 of Player has a 
batch tool so that  multiple 
polygons can be flipped 
into volumetric estimates 
based on the same 
calibration points in one 
evaluation.

Usage:  Not enough data and/or time to build a full stochastic run and no reliable volumetric 
estimate, but you want a quick, calibrated volume estimate based on prospect area.

3

5

6

7

7

5
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AreaVol – linear vs log/log plots

Linear AreaVol plot Log-Log AreaVol plot
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• The inputs and interface for QwikVol will be familiar to anyone who has used 
many other commercial volumetric packages. Some aspects are common to  
which ever QwikVol option is appropriate for the data available to construct the 
model.

• The available distribution types include:

• Constant, Normal, Lognormal, Stretched Beta, Triangular, Uniform.

• The required inputs will change depending on the distribution type selected.

• When distributions requiring high and low inputs, you can choose to enter P1/P99 or 
P10/P90 values.

• The high and low ends of the distributions can be clipped.

Aspects in common to all QwikVol options
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sufficient geological input data are available to utilize the Volumetric Equation. 
The 4 options are similar – they effectively differ in the way the trap GRV details 
are defined. 
This option is used with a map on the top surface (for area-depth pairs) coupled 
with an estimate of how thick the reservoir is beneath this surface.

QwikVol: Top Area-Depth Pairs with thickness 

Existing reservoir and pressure/temperature evaluations saved as defaults 
can be loaded with a single click.

If this is not the case, the initial input might take ~10 mins but subsequent 
evaluations should be quicker ~2-5 mins.

In all 4 QwikVol methods, this button sets the 
dependency assumptions. We ONLY allow 4 different 
dependencies, which is good enough for screening 
evaluations.  (Other software packages support 
more, but in frequently the geologists do not really 
understand what these inputs are doing and its 
almost impossible for review teams to find what they 
have used in the evaluations.)
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1. Name the evaluation and add any comments on the pedigree of the 
data/evaluation.

2. Area-Depth Pairs can be typed in directly or copied and pasted from 
Excel.

3. Add area uncertainty as percentages.
4. Add an thickness estimates – 6 different input types can be used 

(shown below for a lognormal input defined as P99/P01 (other 
options include P99/P90/P50 (low end) P50/P10/P01 (high end) :

5. Specify thinning – example here is 100% thinning from bottom to 
top:

1. Name the evaluation and add any comments on the pedigree of the 
data/evaluation.

2. Area-Depth Pairs can be typed in directly or copied and pasted from 
Excel.

3. Add area uncertainty as percentages.
4. Add an thickness estimates – 6 different input types can be used 

(shown below for a lognormal input defined as P99/P01 (other 
options include P99/P90/P50 (low end) P50/P10/P01 (high end) :

5. Specify thinning – example here is 100% thinning from bottom to 
top:

QwikVol Top Area-Depth Pairs with thickness 

1

2

3
4

5
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6. Enter the HC column height (used for 3 of the 4 QwikVol evaluation types - the direct 

GRV input does not require column height).
There are two input methods namely:
A. HC/Water contact as a depth input
B. HC Column Height distribution  
This example uses option (A), and option (B) will be described on slides that follow.  

First, define how much of the vertical HC column is oil vs gas (as a percentage of the 
total HC column).  Only two distribution options are supported for this.  The example  
below is for a triangular distribution:

Next, define the HC Contact depth as one of 6 different distribution types – the example 
below is for a normal distribution:

An optional Spill Point can also be defined – the MC evaluation will always take the 
minimum of the Spill Depth or the HC Contact Depth for each iteration.

QwikVol Top Area-Depth Pairs with thickness 

1

2

3
4

6

5
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Common Inputs to all QwikVol Volumetric Estimates

This display updates once the GRV is defined with area-thickness data 
and column height. Some key points to note for this display:

1. The mean height of the HC column is shown on the area depth plot.
2. The distribution around this mean is shown here, where dark blue is 

P10/P90 range and light blue is the P1/P99 range. This enables the 
user to evaluate the variation in HC column for the analysis.

This display updates once the GRV is defined with area-thickness data 
and column height. Some key points to note for this display:

1. The mean height of the HC column is shown on the area depth plot.
2. The distribution around this mean is shown here, where dark blue is 

P10/P90 range and light blue is the P1/P99 range. This enables the 
user to evaluate the variation in HC column for the analysis.
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Common Inputs to all QwikVol Volumetric Estimates

Setting the P10 column height at the mapped spill point is 
a common approach that allows for 10% of the results to 
be bigger than the mapped spill point. 

To do this, enter the mapped spill depth as the P10 of the 
column height (1800m in this example).  The software 
automatically adds closure beneath the lowest area-depth 
pair to ensure the range of HC column can be 
accommodated.

Setting the P10 column height at the mapped spill point is 
a common approach that allows for 10% of the results to 
be bigger than the mapped spill point. 

To do this, enter the mapped spill depth as the P10 of the 
column height (1800m in this example).  The software 
automatically adds closure beneath the lowest area-depth 
pair to ensure the range of HC column can be 
accommodated.
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Common Inputs to all QwikVol Volumetric Estimates

Another common method is input distribution for HC 
column height – this can be done to represent 
capillary seal limitations, or for areas where the 
distribution is based on observed HC columns in 
adjacent pools.

In order to properly collate these data, you must 
separate the columns limited by structural spill from 
those which are seal limited (this can be done 
elsewhere in the Player software).  The example here 
is a top weighted stretched beta distribution.
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7. Enter the reservoir unit inputs. Normally there will be 
corporate guidance as to distribution type (and reason) 
for each. If not there are many suggestions available on 
the web. We would suggest you look at the Graeme 
Keith and Jan De Jager contributions but there are many 
others.
See for example: 
https://www.searchanddiscovery.com/pdfz/documents
/2020/42528dejader/ndx_dejader.pdf.html

Now that we have enough data input, an automatic 
calculation of the trap GRV and some summary data are 
calculated.

Note: Use this button to save these inputs to use as 
defaults for later evaluations.

7. Enter the reservoir unit inputs. Normally there will be 
corporate guidance as to distribution type (and reason) 
for each. If not there are many suggestions available on 
the web. We would suggest you look at the Graeme 
Keith and Jan De Jager contributions but there are many 
others.
See for example: 
https://www.searchanddiscovery.com/pdfz/documents
/2020/42528dejader/ndx_dejader.pdf.html

Now that we have enough data input, an automatic 
calculation of the trap GRV and some summary data are 
calculated.

Note: Use this button to save these inputs to use as 
defaults for later evaluations.

QwikVol Top Area-Depth Pairs with thickness

2

34

6

5
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QwikVol Top Area-Depth Pairs with thickness

8. Enter data to calculate the gas expansion factor – this 
can be input as a distribution (if you have this data from 
elsewhere) or it can be calculated by inputting 
temperature and pressure gradient data. This estimate 
is +/-5-10% (it’s a screening estimate). The calculation is 
complex and should always be checked with an 
engineer for an investment decision!

Again you can save these inputs as defaults if you want 
to use them for other evaluations.

You are now ready to run the Monte Carlo engine and 
calculate a probabilistic volumetric estimate..

8. Enter data to calculate the gas expansion factor – this 
can be input as a distribution (if you have this data from 
elsewhere) or it can be calculated by inputting 
temperature and pressure gradient data. This estimate 
is +/-5-10% (it’s a screening estimate). The calculation is 
complex and should always be checked with an 
engineer for an investment decision!

Again you can save these inputs as defaults if you want 
to use them for other evaluations.

You are now ready to run the Monte Carlo engine and 
calculate a probabilistic volumetric estimate..7

8
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QwikVol Top Area-Depth Pairs with thickness

9. Run the Monte Carlo engine to calculate the 
probabilistic volumetric estimate.
9. Run the Monte Carlo engine to calculate the 
probabilistic volumetric estimate.

7

8

9
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QwikVol Top Area-Depth Pairs with thickness – reviewing results 

A Tabulated summary here with some key metrics underneath:
a) The depth to the mean volume case. 
b) The vertical column height at the mean volume case and 

full to spill case with a percentage vertical fill estimate.
c) The area of the trap at the mean volume case and if full to 

spill and an area fill ratio.
d) The volume of the trap at the mean case and if full to spill 

with a volume fill ratio.
e) An estimated mmboe/kme2 based on the mean case.
f) A p10/p90 ratio estimate.

Note item c) is one of the ways one can calibrate the area factor 
in AreaVol, and it is this mean area that is used in AreaVol for 
the calibration data if QwikVol estimates are selected.

A Tabulated summary here with some key metrics underneath:
a) The depth to the mean volume case. 
b) The vertical column height at the mean volume case and 

full to spill case with a percentage vertical fill estimate.
c) The area of the trap at the mean volume case and if full to 

spill and an area fill ratio.
d) The volume of the trap at the mean case and if full to spill 

with a volume fill ratio.
e) An estimated mmboe/kme2 based on the mean case.
f) A p10/p90 ratio estimate.

Note item c) is one of the ways one can calibrate the area factor 
in AreaVol, and it is this mean area that is used in AreaVol for 
the calibration data if QwikVol estimates are selected.

Once the MC has been run, summary 
information will be available

A graphical display for Oil Equivalent, oil, condensate and gas 
distributions (different tabs – OE is default display).
A graphical display for Oil Equivalent, oil, condensate and gas 
distributions (different tabs – OE is default display).
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QwikVol Top Area-Depth Pairs with thickness

Finally..
Save the analysis and then click the back button

To save this result as the default volumetric estimate that will 
be used in the portfolio roll-ups, select it in the dropdown here.

Then save & click back again to return to the prospect summary.

Job done! 1st Evaluation maybe 10 mins? Subsequent evaluations 
using the load from default functions, perhaps 2-5mins?
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One of 4 Stochastic “QwikVol” Volumetric estimates in QwikEval, for 
use when sufficient geological input data are available to utilize the 
Volumetric Equation. The 4 options are similar – they effectively differ 
in the way the trap GRV details are defined. 

This option is used when both the top surface and the base surface 
have been mapped and area-depth pairs are available for both.

QwikVol Top and Base Area-Depth Pairs
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QwikVol Top and Base Area-Depth Pairs

128

Existing reservoir and pressure/temperature evaluations saved as 
defaults can be loaded with a single click.

Here we are going to assume that this is the case since we have 
shown how to input the other parameters in the previous QwikVol 
method description.

In all 4 QwikVol methods, this button sets 
the dependency assumptions. We ONLY 
allow 4 different dependencies, which is 
good enough for screening evaluations.  
(Other software packages support more, 
but in frequently the geologists do not 
really understand what these inputs are 
doing and its almost impossible for review 
teams to find what they have used in the 
evaluations.)
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QwikVol Top and Base Area-Depth Pairs

1. Area-depth pairs can 
be typed directly into 
to top and base 
columns or copied and 
pasted from excel.

2. Set an uncertainty to 
the area inputs.

3. The rest of the inputs 
are applied as for the 
previous example.

1. Area-depth pairs can 
be typed directly into 
to top and base 
columns or copied and 
pasted from excel.

2. Set an uncertainty to 
the area inputs.

3. The rest of the inputs 
are applied as for the 
previous example.

2

1
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One of 4 Stochastic “QwikVol” Volumetric estimates in QwikEval, for 
use when sufficient geological input data are available to utilize the 
Volumetric Equation. The 4 options are similar – they effectively differ 
in the way the trap GRV details are defined. 

This option is used when you have a polygon and a rough idea as to 
the “shape” of the structure.

QwikVol from Shape Factor - Simple is good..
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QwikVol from Shape Factor - Simple is good..

131

Existing reservoir and pressure/temperature evaluations saved as 
defaults can be loaded with a single click.

Here we are going to assume that this is the case since we have 
shown how to input the other parameters in the previous QwikVol 
method description.

In all 4 QwikVol methods, this button sets 
the dependency assumptions. We ONLY 
allow 4 different dependencies, which is 
good enough for screening evaluations.  
(Other software packages support more, 
but in frequently the geologists do not 
really understand what these inputs are 
doing and its almost impossible for review 
teams to find what they have used in the 
evaluations.)
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• Those people remaining who are actually older than us (Paul & I) likely used some type of sheet to estimate 

volumes from areas and shape factors – this was pre-computers in the land before social media and 
avocados! 

• We have simply built this concept into a tool so that the area of the prospect polygon (already 
automatically calculated in Player) can be quickly turned into a gross-rock volume.

• If users have an additional area-depth pair (or 2 – but typically not a set of area depth pairs) these can be 
displayed and the curve flexed so that it best matches your data.

• The main difference between the old shape factor sheet and our revised approach is that you ONLY 
determine the area depth pair/shape of the topseal and then you INPUT the thickness as a second step.

• Shape factor of 100= area x thickness. Shape Factor of 34% is a dome etc as per figure above.

• So QwikVol Shape Factor is a very easy way to estimate the GRV from minimal data when you don’t have 
a detailed top structure map or don’t have the time to get the area depth pairs.

QwikVol from Shape Factor – Theory & History
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Note ShapeVol is Not a direct copy of 
this old method since we are flipping 
the input into an area depth pair and 
we are not using the thickness ratios.
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QwikVol from Shape Factor

When you click in here this slider interface pops up.

As you move the slider the are depth curve changes.
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QwikVol from Shape Factor

If the slider is moved to beneath 30%..

A new box appears and you can put in a pinnacle area.

This 0-30% portion of the shape factor is an attempt to 
model a pinnacle reef, so if the top of your reef is circa 
10km2 add this value.

In this way you can attempt to match a steep sided 
pinnacle reef structure.

30% shape factor 
with pinnacle

15% shape factor 
with pinnacle

0% shape factor 
with pinnacle

Quite confusing that a top area is put in but 
the schematic changes the area as the shape 
factor is adjusted.
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QwikVol from Shape Factor

In all cases you can add any points you have to 
help guide the shape factor. Obviously if you have 
~4 or more points you should be using one of the 
area depth methods.

The reservoir thickness and thinning are input as 
per the earlier example and is hung down from the 
top surface.

All other inputs and the evaluation are the same as described for previous QwikVol methods.
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QwikVol from Direct GRV input

One of 4 Stochastic “QwikVol” Volumetric estimates in QwikEval, for use 
when sufficient geological input data are available to utilize the Volumetric 
Equation. The 4 options are similar – they effectively differ in the way the 
trap GRV details are defined. 

Here you have an estimate of the GRV from another source and just want 

to input this GRV directly.
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QwikVol from Direct GRV input

137

Existing reservoir and pressure/temperature evaluations saved as 
defaults can be loaded with a single click.

Here we are going to assume that this is the case since we have 
shown how to input the other parameters in the previous QwikVol 
method description.

In all 4 QwikVol methods, this button sets 
the dependency assumptions. We ONLY 
allow 4 different dependencies, which is 
good enough for screening evaluations.  
(Other software packages support more, 
but in frequently the geologists do not 
really understand what these inputs are 
doing and its almost impossible for review 
teams to find what they have used in the 
evaluations.)
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• This QwikVol option was created specifically for a large customer who had this as part of its 
workflow from a batch mapping GRV tool pointed at a gridded surface.

• We could build a similar GRV tool in the future if required by customers.

• This is the least recommended methodology for prospect evaluations because since the user is 
not able to see the input of the trap GRV nor influence the column height inputs.

• Unless you are required to use this option, we recommend against it.

QwikVol with Direct GRV input

So lets go through a complex trap case example now and see how this can be handled in QwikEval….
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The two basic Prospect Evaluation Types

A

B

C

Single-Crest Prospect Volumetric Models

Most prospect volumetric uncertainties share a common crest 
area vs depth curve input
• In this example, A is the limit of the fault independent case (C in Milton & 

Bertram), B is a potential juxtaposition leak level; (CT in M&B), and C is the 
structural spill assuming the fault seals (CT in M&B).

• Typically we would input this into QwikVol as a cumulative probability curve:
• Crest Depth Probability 0% chance of trap failure by here.
• A Depth 40% chance of trap failure by here.
• B Depth 70% chance of trap failure by here.
• C Depth 100% chance of trap failure by here.

Multi Crest Prospect Volumetric Model

A

B

However in some cases there may multiple crests/spills for the 
model
• In this example, there might be a 80% chance of Crest A structure filling down to 

level A (the base seal will be required to work in order to fill beyond A) and  20% 
chance that the base seal works and the structure is full to Crest B. You want to 
drill location A.

• This means we can’t use a single set of area-depth pairs to do the evaluation.  We 
need one set of area-depth pairs, volumes and risks for crest A weighted 80/20% 
with another set of area-depth pairs for the volumes and risks down to level B

Single crest

Crest A

Crest B

We identify 2 different prospect evaluation types which we will discuss in more detail below. They are:
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Single-Crest Complex Volumetric Model Example

• This example has a fault-independent and fault-dependent prospect over a subcrop
play as an example.

• All the 3 potential trap types can be tested by a single well at one location and the 
trap can be summarised by a single set of area depth points  

• The variation in the volumetric outcome depends on how deep the column extends 
which in turn can be linked to various trapping elements
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A A’SECTION

H

H
H

A

A’

DEPTH MAP AT
TOP RESERVOIR

1 4 1

Top Surface Depth (mSS) Area (km2)

Crest 2105 0

U 2200 13

UT 2310 48

UT/CT 2350 67

Single-Crest Complex Volumetric Model Example

• This prospect is surrounded by 20 pools in 
similar traps at the same reservoir/seal 
level.  These host 15 fault independent 
pools, 4 fault dependent pools, and one 
subcrop trap (that relies on the same base 
seal as this prospect)

• So how do we evaluate this prospect?

Base Surface Depth (mSS) Area (km2)

Point 1 2200 4

Point 2 2300 15

Point 3 2350 23

U

U

T

T

C
TC

T

subcrop

Unconformable top seal

Fault Juxtaposition top seal

Fault Juxtaposition base seal

Conformable base seal
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What does this data tell us?

Trap Style Pool Count

U Fault Independent 15

UT Fault Dependent 4

UT/CT Subcrop Trap 1

Top Seal 
Juxtaposition 

Leak

15=75%

5=25%
Top Seal 

Juxtaposition 
Seal

Base Seals Leaks

4=80%

1=20%
Base Seals Seal

Relative Model Probability 
based on Pool data

75%

20%

5%

100%

There are obviously many 
theoretical ways of establishing 
what the relative controls will be 
(i.e., fault gauge/juxtaposition 
analysis, stress regime analysis), 
but the simplest to calibrate and 
our preferred option is to match 
the controls for the surrounding 
pools – this calibration data is 
collected elsewhere in Player (not 
the QwikEval part described here) 
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A A’SECTION

H

H
H

A

A’

DEPTH MAP AT
TOP RESERVOIR

1 4 3

Top Surface Depth (mSS) Area (km2)

Crest 2105 0

U 2200 13

UT 2310 48

UT/CT 2350 67

Single-Crest Complex Volumetric Model Example

• So we turn this into a column probability statement ie

Base Surface Depth (mSS) Area (km2)

Point 1 2200 4

Point 2 2300 15

Point 3 2350 23

U

U

T

T

C
TC

T

subcrop

Unconformable top seal

Fault Juxtaposition top seal

Fault Juxtaposition base seal

Conformable base seal

Depth Cum 
prob

Incremental 
probabilities

Comment

2200 0% 0% Start of Juxtaposition

2310 75% 75% End of Juxtaposition

2310 95% 20% 80% of base seals leak

2350 95% 0% 20% of base seals seal

2350 100% 5% 22002190
143

Note bin this case we are ONLY 
risking juxtaposition leakage – our 
assumption is tha fault plane is 
sealing in the topseal juxtaposition 
section. If we did think the fault 
may be leaking we would spike the 
top of the juxtaposition interval 
with an increase chance of leakage)
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Single-Crest Complex Volumetric Model Example

• In this case we add the column height data as points using the spill 
point input option

0% weighting
75% weighting
20% weighting

0% weighting
5% weighting

The column height is shown as a probability distribution 144
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• With this approach the output IS the weighted model result

• Note we did NOT start the column height distribution at a the smallest 
identifiable volume/a very small column because this is not what the geology 
supports.

• The sloping line between 2200 and 2310m indicates we don’t know where in the 
juxtaposition range it will spill so we distributed the potential contact over the 
entire interval

• The vertical line between 2310 and 2350m indicates we expect the base seal to 
leak 80% if it seals the trap will fill down to the spill level.

• The risking for this case should NOT include the juxtaposition or base seal leak 
because these outcomes have been incorporated in the volume model weighting

• You risk getting the simplest/crestal model/case

Single-Crest Complex Volumetric Model Example
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Rosean Smearing Historical Issue

• In some historical teachings, geologists were told to set the p1 column to the largest 
column they can envisage then the p99 set at the smallest identifiable column and then use 
a lognormal column height distribution to capture the range of outcomes... The output 
from this approach, shown below, is very different.  We (and modern Rose teachers) 
believe this approach is wrong since ignores known geologic controls of the hydrocarbon 
columns. The calibrated weighted column height method is demonstrably better.

• Some “experienced” prospect evaluators may have not caught up with the times…

Calibrated Column Height Distribution P99=2106 P1=2350m lognormal column distribution 146
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• An example of such a prospect is shown below

Multi-Crest Complex Volumetric Model Example

A

B

However, in some cases there are multiple possible crests for the 
model
• In this example there might be a 80% chance of Crest A structure filling down to 

level A (case where base seal fails) and  20% chance that the base seal works and 
the structure is full to Crest B. You want to drill location A.

• This means we can’t use a single set of area-depth pairs to do the evaluation.  We 
need one set of area-depth pairs, volumes, and risks for crest A (weighted 
80/20%),  and another set of area-depth pairs for the volumes and risks down to 
level B.

Crest A

Crest B
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Multi-Crest Complex Volumetric Model Example

This can be modelled by creating 2 separate Models in QwikEval using different area-depth pairs and spill assumptions and then 
weighting the cases using mixed model weighted output – this development is planned for 2022 if supported by the Player 
customer user group meeting process.

Crest A Model   80%      

Crest B Model   20%      

Weighted Output
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Viewing Volumetric Outputs in Player

149

To view output volumes (risked or unrisked) 
use a Charts symbol in ArcGIS Pro:
1. Highlight the ProspectTargets layer in Contents 

pane.
2. On the Ribbon, click to make the Appearance

tab visible. From Symbology, click Charts.
3. In the Symbology pane, choose the Chart type 

(e.g. Pie Chart). Choose volume columns
1. For unrisked use RecovOilMean, 

RecovCondMean and RecGasMeanBoe
2. For risked volumes use 

IncRiskedOilMean, IncRiskedCondMean
and IncRiskedGasBoeMean.

4. To make the size of the pies adjust to the 
overall BOE, from the Size type dropdown 
choose Sum of selected fields. The size of the 
pies is set from the Minimum size (maximum 
size is automatically determined).

A legend automatically appears for the layer in the 
Contents pane.

1

2

2

3

4
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Viewing Volumetric Inputs in Player

150

To view input porosity, net to gross etc for use 
Labeling in ArcGIS Pro. This can only be done 
for prospect targets with a Current EUR 
Estimate generated from one of the QwikVol
methods.
1. Highlight the ProspectTargets layer in Contents 

pane.
2. On the Ribbon, click to make the Labeling tab 

visible. 
3. From the Field dropdown, click and highlight 

the input value to display (for example 
PorosityMean, NetToGrossMean…) 

4. To make the input value appear on the map, 
click Label button.

1

2

3

4
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• The seven volumetric methods available in QwikVol are all simple and quick to 
use in keeping with our philosophy to capture a volume and risk for every 
prospect in your AOI as quickly and as accurately as data and time allow.

• Always remember that a volumetric estimate is NEVER  “correct”, in that we 
never ever deliver mean or p50 volume.  Given the inherent uncertainty, it is 
always a surprise to us at GIS-pax when we see companies estimating prospect 
volumes to 3 decimal places and holding meetings about fractions of porosity 
units?!

• It’s a precision vs accuracy argument.  Our methodology means that a large population 
of prospects can be collected and QC’ed quickly at different levels of detail, depending 
on the job at hand.  The focus can then move onto the key issues of GRV and column 
heights, which are frequently the source of the over optimism that is so dangerous in 
exploration decision making.

Volumetric Methods Summary
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base reservoir
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9. Applying Commercial cut-offs
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11. Multi-Prospect Aggregation

12. Summary

13. Appendices
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• Stacked targets introduce the issue of dependency among targets

• This is a confusing subject for many geologists, so we have built a simple interface 
to show what the dependency inputs are doing..

• For example, prospect with multiple targets may have dependencies for trap 
presence and charge. The logic goes.. “If we find hydrocarbons in the shallow 
target, then the structure and charge to the prospect have been proven and we 
would expect a higher likelihood of a deeper target being successful…”

• What many geologists may not realise is the probability and volumes of the deeper 
target does not change.  The dependencies just control how often deeper success 
occurs together with the shallower target. High levels of dependency change the shape 
of the aggregate distribution (and COS for the aggregate), but the individual target 
volumes and risks never change…

Introduction to target dependency
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QwikEval Tile Hierarchy

Prospects/Portfolio Summary Page
Prospect Summary Page

Prospect Target Summary Page

Prospect Screening Economics

Prospect Target Risking per Risk Element

Prospect Target Volumetric Estimate

Portfolios have 
multiple prospects

Individual Propspects can have 
multiple targets – dependencies 
between targets need to be defined 
and the aggregated volumes 
calculated above commercial volume 
thresholds.

Each Target must have a volumetric estimate and 
a probability of hydrocarbon success estimated

The value of each prospect can be 
calculated from $/boe metric data 
estimated at different oil prices.

AreaVol shown here but 7 
different methods available

Spit risking Bullshead DC 
Wedge method shown here 
but other methods available

Risking structure 
customised for each 
customer – 4 main matrices 
used in industry 

This manual explains how to 
navigate through these tiles 
and evaluate different aspects 
of you prospect inventory in a 
quick and efficient way

Multi-target Dependency
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Example of Dependency Input/Evaluation

Click here
Then this 
section 
opens up

The geological (zero cut-off aggregate volumes) are shown here and this toggle flips between with and without dependency 

Note the specific risk 
elements depend on 
your customised risk 
template, so yours might 
look different. 

We cannot do 
dependencies for risk 
templates that include 
weak links.
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Dependency at Play or Prospect level Input

Dependencies can be 
entered for either the 
Play or Prospect level.

For Risk Elements in your 
risking matrix which are 
ONLY input at prospect 
level, dependencies can 
only be defined at a 
prospect level.  

If you don’t understand 
how to think about 
dependency at play or 
prospect level, then 
always select “Total” if 
that option is available.
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Dependency at Play or Prospect level Input

In this example, the 3 
lateral and base seal 
inputs are defined only 
at prospect level and all 
of the inputs are 
multiplied, so they all 
display in the 
dependency matrix
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Dependency Example

• The following slide shows an example prospect and discusses how 
dependency is evaluated between different risk elements.

• Many E&P companies have strong guidance as to how to evaluate the 
level of dependency.  This is often subjective in its evaluation.

• Our philosophy is to make the input of dependency quick and 
transparent so that users can see IF the dependencies actually make a 
material difference. 

• In our collective experience, there are frequently long peer review discussions 
about many dependency inputs which ultimately end up being trivial.
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Dependency Example
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A_HW vs 
B_HW

B_HW bs 
B_FW

B_FW vs 
D_FW

Dependency levels
+++ perfect positive ~1
++ strong ~.75
+ moderatly positive ~.5
0 none =0
- moderately negative ~-.5
-- strongly negative ~-.75
--- perfect negative -1

A hanging wall thrust-cored 
anticline has two clastic targets 
(A&B) above two footwall targets 
(B&D). Hanging wall B is the 
stratigraphic equivalent of the 
Foot wall B section so it is clastic, 
whereas footwall D target is a 
carbonate build-up on a regional 
high. The B footwall target 
requires a base seal.
There are separate potential 
charge kitchens identified for the 
Footwall vs Hanging wall targets 
and the Footwall target spills out 
of section not through the fault 
into the hanging wall.
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Dependency Example

Play A

Play B

Play D
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A_HW vs 
B_HW

B_HW bs 
B_FW

B_FW vs 
D_FW

Lets look first at 
Reservoir Presence 
Dependency between 
Targets A_HW and 
B_HW….
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Dependency levels
+++ perfect positive ~1
++ strong ~.75
+ moderatly positive ~.5
0 none =0
- moderately negative ~-.5
-- strongly negative ~-.75
--- perfect negative -1
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Dependency Example
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Lets look first at 
Reservoir Presence 
Dependency between 
Targets A_HW and 
B_HW….

Characteristic Seismic Facies 

If we could map seismic 
facies and we believed A & 
B targets were the 
identical facies then we 
might add a very strong –
perfect correlation 
between the two targets
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Lets look first at 
Reservoir Presence 
Dependency between 
Targets A_HW and 
B_HW….

Characteristic Seismic Facies 

Alternatively if we thought 
they were unrelated ie 
fluvial vs deep water etc 
we might put a zero
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If we had a strong 
belief that A_HW and 
B_HW were strongly 
correlated and the 
seimic facies were 
present over B_FW

Characteristic Seismic Facies 

We might add a second 
correlation of reservoir 
between B_HW and B_FW
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But given D_FW is a 
carbonate build-up we 
are unlikely to input 
any dependency 
between B_FW and 
D_FW

Characteristic Seismic Facies 
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Now if we consider 
Reservoir Effectiveness 
Dependency between 
A_HW and B_HW 

Characteristic Seismic Facies 

If we believe both targets 
have the same minerology 
and have undergone the 
same burial history and 
are at similar depths, we 
would likely put a strong 
dependency between the 
targets. 
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Now if we consider 
Reservoir Dependency 
between A_HW and 
B_HW 

Characteristic Seismic Facies 

Alternatively, we might 
have models where there 
is no dependency 
between the two –
minerology, burial history, 
current depth differences 
etc
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Now if we consider 
Reservoir Dependency 
between B_HW and 
B_FW and B_FW and 
D_FW

Characteristic Seismic Facies 

We will go through the 
same logic/thinking and 
decide on dependencies
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Now if we consider 
Top Seal…

Characteristic Seismic Facies 

We will go through the 
same logic/thinking as 
with reservoir and decide 
on dependencies – here 
we are showing a case for 
strong dependencies for 
the upper two and none 
for the lower evaluation
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Now if we consider 
Fault Juxtaposition..

It will firstly depend on IF the targets ARE 
both fault dependent pr independent (yes 
this figure suggests independent closure but 
in the real world the dependency depends 
on our ability to image & predict the 
juxtaposition relationships. Lets assume here 
A_HW and B_HW are both fault dependent 
(the chance estimates are thus <100% for 
A_HW and B_HW) then the inputs might be 
as shown as the first two targets are both 
juxtaposed against the post A section…
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Similarly for Fault 
Plane Sealing..

It will firstly depend on IF the targets ARE 
both fault dependent! and on our ability to 
image and understand the fault plane risks... 
Lets assume here A_HW and B_HW are both 
fault dependent (the chance estimates are 
thus <100% for A_HW and B_HW and B_FW) 
then the inputs might be as shown since the 
first 2 dependency evaluations relate to the 
one fault and the last one does not.
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Base Seal 
Evaluation

In this case neither A_HW 
and B_HW require a base 
seal.. But drilling beneath 
B_HW will intersect the base 
seal stratigraphic interval 
required to make B_FW 
work..

But because Hangwall B does not require a 
base seal we cannot make B footwall 
dependent on this result. Its ONLY if 
Hangwall B does require a base seal that we 
can do this ..as shown

same stratigraphic 
interval
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Trap Presence 
Dependency

In this case the hanging wall  
targets are clearly 
dependent..

Whereas its likely the footwall 
traps are not..
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Source Presence & 
Maturation 
evaluations

In this example the hanging wall 
targets are dependent on source 
kitchen 1 vs the footwall targets 
being dependent on source kitchen 
2. The likely dependency values are 
shown..
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Charge Migration 
Evaluation

In this example the hanging wall targets are 
dependent on source kitchen 1 vs the 
footwall targets being dependent on source 
kitchen 2. The likely dependency values are 
shown.. with the evaluation in the real world 
being dependent on the thickness and 
effectiveness of the intervening seals 
between the two evaluated targets. In this 
case the seals are deemed more effective 
between the footwall targets relative to the 
hanging wall evaluation..

How effective are 
the migration 
pathways in 
these intervals?
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Charge Timing 
Evaluation

In this example the hanging wall targets in 
the thrust structure are clearly dependent 
since they formed at the same time so if 
there was a timing issue with the expulsion 
of hydrocarbons from SR1 this risk would be 
shared by both targets.
Because B_FW target is dependent on SR2 
kitchen there may or may not be a 
dependency relationship between B_HW 
and B_FW – here it set to mildly positive.
There is probably no dependency 
relationship between the build-up and the 
footwall play.
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Dependency Example
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Volumetric 
Dependency

In this example the volumes in the hanging 
wall targets in the thrust structure are clearly 
dependent if the flanks on A_HW were 
shallower or deeper it would likely influence 
the underlying target in a similar direction. 
There are some models where the shape and 
size of the anticline on a fault ramp might 
influence the shape of the footwall structure 
and there is probably zero dependency 
between the two footwall targets.
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Dependency Example - Play vs Prospect Input Option
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In this example and risk matrix all but 3 seal trap risk 
elements can be risked at either the play, prospect 
or total level of input
Here if we use reservoir presence as an example we 
show an example of when a user may chose to input 
the dependency at local level.
The reservoir presence example back ~10 slides was 
an example of an input at a “Total” level which is the 
our suggested default input when available for most 
evaluations

Here we show a rare example of fracture porosity 
generated by the thrust fault such that the 
development of the porosity is prospect related not 
a regional feature.. In this case the user may chose 
to link the dependency just through the prospect 
level risking rather than through the play or total 
input levels…

Similar occurrences might be conceptualised for the 
other risk elements. 

Area of fault related fracture porosity

Contact support@gis-
pax.com if you want more 
detail or explanation 
regarding this option
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QwikEval Dependency Input

This case represents a very simple 
model to show what happens with 
dependency
It has a shallower gas only 
prospect over an oil only prospect 
with only one risk element – in this 
case Reservoir presence (ie not 
100%)
We start with the RP dependency 
set to zero.. And because the 
upper and lower RP chance 
estimates are ~50% there are ~4 
equal 25% outcomes as shown on 
the blue and orange histograms 
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QwikEval Dependency Input

If we slide the dependency slider 
up to 100% dependent then when 
A succeeds then B will also 
succeed. The possible outcomes 
are ~50% both succeed and ~50% 
both fail.
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QwikEval Dependency Input

Alternatively, if we slide the 
dependency slider down to 
100% negative dependency, 
then when A succeeds B will 
fail.  The possible outcomes are 
~50% A only succeeds and 
~50% B only succeeds.
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Aggregate Volumes

No dependency

100% Positively Dependent

100% Negatively Dependent

When we compare the aggregated volumes you will note..
The risked mean volumes remain ~unchanged 
regardless of the dependency input ie what this 
prospect will deliver to the portfolio remains 
unchanged..

But the Pg/POS/COS values vary widely as does 
the distribution..

The dependency does NOT change the risked mean volume for the prospect (risked mean value=expectation 
volume), but it does change the shape of the volume curve and the probability having of making one or more 
successes from drilling stacked targets in a prospect.
In most evaluations, the understanding of this impact is lost on the input of multiple dependencies and 
variable pre-dependency risk values… but the same principal still applies.

MSV x Pg/POS/COS=24.2

P
g/

P
O

S/
C

O
S

Mean Volume mmboe
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Risked Means vs Success Means

182

inputs

calculated cells

Pg/POS/COS P99 P90 P50 Mean P10 P1 Risked Means p10/p90 ratio

Prospect Target A 50% 0.4 1.4 6.2 11.8 26.8 87.5 5.9 19

Prospect Target B 50% 0.9 4.8 29.4 36.6 77.7 127.3 18.3 16

Aggregated Volume Independent Aggregation 75.0% 1 6.2 35.7 32.3 104.2 132 24.2 17

Min Dependent Pg/POS/COS 50% 4 6.3 35.7 48.4 104.8 154

Max Dependent Pg/POS/COS 100% 0.6 6.2 35.8 24.2 107.5 116

132

4

154

0.6

116

0

0

Success Volumes (mmboe)

1%

10%

100%

1 10 100 1000 10000

Pg
/P

O
S/

C
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S

Success Volumes mmboe

Target A

Target B

A+B

Target A Risked Mean

Target B Risked Mean

Target A+B Risked Mean

Target A P90_P10 Range

Target B P90_P10 Range

A+B P90_P10 Range

Volume Target Probability of 

exceedence from Success Volume 

Distributions

Overall probability 

od delivering target 

volume or greater

Pg/POS/COS P99 P90 P50 Mean P10 P1 Risked Means 50

Prospect Target A 50% 0.4 1.4 6.2 11.8 26.8 87.5 5.9

Prospect Target B 50% 0.9 4.8 29.4 36.6 77.7 127.3 18.3

Aggregated Volume 75.0% 1 6.2 35.7 32.3 104.2 132 24.2 24% 18%

Min Dependent Pg/POS/COS 50% 4 6.3 35.7 48.4 104.8 154 40% 20%

Max Dependent Pg/POS/COS 100% 0.6 6.2 35.8 24.2 107.5 116 16% 16%

Probability of Exceedance 48%

Min dependent Exceedance prob

132

0

4

154

0

0.6

116

0

0

0

Success Volumes (mmboe)

1.0%

10.0%

100.0%
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P
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Success Volumes mmboe

A+B

Target A+B Risked Mean

Dependency Range

Target Volume

Min Dependency Pg
P90_P10 Range
Independent A+B P90_P10
Range
Max Dependency Pg
P90_P10 Range

If we take this example and plot up the inputs and different outputs on a Pg/POS/COS plot we can see that the 
aggregation of targets is ALWAYS the sum of the risked means but that with different dependencies the success 
volume distributions can change significantly but this is always balanced by a corresponding change in risk.
In this example (and all aggregations) we can always “band” the possible Pg/POS/COS min/max range from any 
aggregation since this is always the max Pg/POS/COS value
from any of the aggregated targets vs the sum of all 
Pg/POS/COS values (clipped to 100%)

This also means we can always “band” the mean volume range – any value within this range is possible with varying dependency

Max Pg/POS/COS case =100%

Max Pg/POS//COS case =50%
Independent case =75%
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Exceedance Calculations

183

Volume Target Probability of 

exceedence from Success Volume 

Distributions

Overall probability 

od delivering target 

volume or greater

Pg/POS/COS P99 P90 P50 Mean P10 P1 Risked Means 50

Prospect Target A 50% 0.4 1.4 6.2 11.8 26.8 87.5 5.9

Prospect Target B 50% 0.9 4.8 29.4 36.6 77.7 127.3 18.3

Aggregated Volume 75.0% 1 6.2 35.7 32.3 104.2 132 24.2 24% 18%

Min Dependent Pg/POS/COS 50% 4 6.3 35.7 48.4 104.8 154 40% 20%

Max Dependent Pg/POS/COS 100% 0.6 6.2 35.8 24.2 107.5 116 16% 16%

Probability of Exceedance 48%

Min dependent Exceedance prob

132

0

4

154

0
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116

0

0

0

Success Volumes (mmboe)

1.0%

10.0%

100.0%

1.0 10.0 100.0 1000.0 10000.0
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S

Success Volumes mmboe

A+B

Target A+B Risked Mean

Dependency Range

Target Volume

Min Dependency Pg
P90_P10 Range
Independent A+B P90_P10
Range
Max Dependency Pg
P90_P10 Range

If we want to know the probability of delivering a minimum volume from this aggregation (estimated here for 
50mmboe) then we need to calculate the exceedance probability of the threshold value from the fields size 
distribution  (shown here for the independent case) and then multiply this value by the Pg/POS/COS value as 
shown for a 50mmboe target volume in this example…
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Res Pres Res Eff Seal Pres

Seal 

Lateral

Seal 

Breach Seal Base Trap Pres

Source 

Pres

Source 

Mat

Charge 

Mig

Charge 

Tim

HC 

Recovery Pg/POS/COS

Mean 

Success 

Volume 

mmboe

Risked 

Mean

Target 1 30% 90% 100% 100% 100% 100% 80% 90% 80% 90% 100% 100% 14.0% 50 7.0

Target 2 20% 70% 90% 100% 100% 100% 80% 90% 80% 90% 100% 100% 6.5% 10 0.7

Target 3 30% 80% 80% 60% 100% 50% 60% 60% 60% 95% 100% 100% 1.2% 1000 11.8

Independent Aggregation 20.6% 94.7 19.5

Min 30% 90% 100% 100% 100% 100% 80% 90% 80% 95% 100% 100% 14.8% 131.8 19.5

Max 80% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 80.0% 24.3 19.5

100% 19.5 19.5

1.00% 1947.1 19.5

1.0%

10.0%

100.0%

0.1 1 10 100 1000 10000

P
g/

P
O

S/
C

O
S

mean Success Volum mmboe

Dependency Risked Means Plot

Target 1

Target 2

Target 3

Min

Max

Aggregation

Dependency Range

Aggregation Riaked Mean Value

Example of a “Dependency Risked Means Plot”
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Example of 3 targets with risk/chance 
inputs for multiple elements

Independent aggregation value shown 
here

Range of possible dependency 
outcomes shown 
here – where along this line the 
aggregation will be depends on the 
dependency inputs between targets

Key message is that the sum of the 
risked mean value is maintained in all 
cases – just the combination of 
specific mean and risk combinations 
vary

Maximum Positive Dependency
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Dependency Summary

• The evaluation and understanding of dependency between stacked 
targets is a tricky subject that is often a subjective artform.

• The impact of dependency evaluations is generally confusing to most 
geologists so in QwikEval the input is transparent and easy and the 
impact of the input on the outcomes can easily and quickly be 
evaluated and changed.
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QwikEval Tile Hierarchy

Prospects/Portfolio Summary Page
Prospect Summary Page

Prospect Target Summary Page

Prospect Screening Economics

Prospect Target Risking per Risk Element

Prospect Target Volumetric Estimate

Portfolios have 
multiple prospects

Individual Propspects can have 
multiple targets – dependencies 
between targets need to be defined 
and the aggregated volumes 
calculated above commercial volume 
thresholds.

Each Target must have a volumetric estimate and 
a probability of hydrocarbon success estimated

The value of each prospect can be 
calculated from $/boe metric data 
estimated at different oil prices.

AreaVol shown here but 7 
different methods available

Spit risking Bullshead DC 
Wedge method shown here 
but other methods available

Risking structure 
customised for each 
customer – 4 main matrices 
used in industry 

This manual explains how to 
navigate through these tiles 
and evaluate different aspects 
of you prospect inventory in a 
quick and efficient way

Multi-target Aggregation
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Multi-target aggregation

• We will first look at the basic maths theory of prospect aggregation – it 
is not that complex but it is also not what many people think.

• Secondly we will show how this basic understanding is used with a 
Monte Carlo engine in QwikEval to aggregate the volumes for stacked 
targets in a single prospect
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• This example has two prospect targets with defined risks (of hydrocarbon 
success) and distributions of volumetric outcomes (in this case log normal 
distributions), and we ask the obvious question - What will drilling these 2 
independent prospects deliver to my company/portfolio?

Prospect Aggregation Example – basic maths

Chance of Success

Min P90 Mode P50 Mean P10 Max POS/COS/Pg

Prospect A 1 5 10 15 20 40 60 50%

Prospect B 2 10 20 30 40 80 120 40%

Success Volumes (mmboe)
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Outcome 

Probability

Can only be estimated properly using a Monte Carlo Calculation Min P90 Mode P50 Mean P10 Max Min P90 Mode P50 Mean P10 Max

Mean Vaules

Success A&B Success 20.0% 3 ? ? ? 60 ? 180 0.6 ? ? ? 12 ? 36

40%

Drill B

Success Failure Success

50% 60% A Success B Failure 30.0% 70.0% 1 5 10 15 20 40 60 0.3 1.5 3 4.5 6 12 18

Drill A

Success A Failure B Success 20.0% 2 10 20 30 40 80 120 0.4 2 4 6 8 16 24

40%

Failure

50% Drill B

60% Failure

Failure A& B Failures 30.0% 30.0% 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Totals 1.9 ? ? ? 37 ? 111 1.3 ? ? ? 26 ? 78

Discovered Volumes (mmboe) Risked Discovered Volumes (mmboe)

• 4 outcomes defined by decision tree analysis & only min/max & mean can be calculated directly.  The other key values need MC 
calculation.

• Probability of success of 2 drilled prospects is NOT the sum of the POS/COS/Pg values of the two individual prospects

• In this case the POS/COS/Pg is 70%, NOT 90%

The probability of success calculation is…

Chance of Success

Min P90 Mode P50 Mean P10 Max POS/COS/Pg

Prospect A 1 5 10 15 20 40 60 50%

Prospect B 2 10 20 30 40 80 120 40%

Summation A+B 3 15 30 45 60 120 180 90%

Success Volumes (mmboe)

P

O

Maths to calculate the probability of making a success is 
1-((1-POS(B) x (1-POS(B))
Ie 1 – “the failure leg probability”

Failure Leg of Decision 
Tree – every other leg 
has a success!

= Probability of 1 or more successes
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Chance of Success

Min P90 Mode P50 Mean P10 Max POS/COS/Pg Min P90 Mode P50 Mean P10 Max

Prospect A 1 5 10 15 20 40 60 50% 0.5 2.5 5 7.5 10 20 30

Prospect B 2 10 20 30 40 80 120 40% 0.8 4 8 12 16 32 48

Summation A+B (wrong!) 3 15 30 45 60 120 180 90% 1.3 7 13 20 26 52 78

Correct Addition Calcs 1.9 ? ? ? 37 ? 111 70% 1.3 ? ? ? 26 ? 78

Success Volumes (mmboe) Risked Success Volumes (mmboe)

• Answer to the question is drilling the two wells on average will deliver 26mmboe to the company/portfolio

• This IS the summation of the risked means

The volumetric calculation is..

P

P
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Chance of Success

Min P90 Mode P50 Mean P10 Max POS/COS/Pg Min P90 Mode P50 Mean P10 Max

Prospect A 1 5 10 15 20 40 60 50% 0.5 2.5 5 7.5 10 20 30

Prospect B 2 10 20 30 40 80 120 40% 0.8 4 8 12 16 32 48

Summation A+B (wrong!) 3 15 30 45 60 120 180 90% 1.3 7 13 20 26 52 78

Correct Addition Calcs 1.9 ? ? ? 37 ? 111 70% 1.3 ? ? ? 26 ? 78

Success Volumes (mmboe) Risked Success Volumes (mmboe)

• In addition the mean pre-drill, success mean opportunity size for the combined drilling case is NOT the sum 
of the two prospect volumes – in this case the answer is 37 NOT 60.

The volumetric calculation is..

P

OPOS x MSV= Expectation Volume (Risked Volumes)
The MSV success value is back-calculated from the combined 
POS and the risked volume outcome
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• The aggregation maths for prospect aggregation is not intuitive but it is easy to 
explain and calculate for min/max and mean values

• P90/P50/P10 and mode values and exceedance probabilities require a MC calculator 
but they are NOT NEEDED for simple aggregation calculations – this is why we 
constantly QC back against risked means in QwikEval. 

• You CANNOT use risked P50’s etc – the maths is not correct. Only the means.

• Dependency between the two prospects will also NOT change the risked mean 
expectation calculation – but it can and will change the success volumes

Summary of drilling 2 independent prospects..

10%

100%

1 10 100

P
O

S/
C

O
S/

P
g

Success Volumes mmboe

A B A+B EV=1 EV=10

A
B

A+B
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• Individual Target Volumes and Risks 
summary shown here

• can have any number of stacked targets

• Dependency inputs (not expanded in 
this case)

• Run/Update button

• Aggregated Volumes risks and 
volumes summary shown here

• Graphic stochastic distributions 
shown here

• User can turn on individual targets or 
aggregate volume displays

• And decide which commodity to display

• And which distribution types

Aggregation in QwikEval – basic interface
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• Individual Target Volumes and Risks 
summary shown here

• can have any number of stacked targets

• Dependency inputs (not expanded in 
this case)

• Run/Update button

• Aggregated Volumes risks and 
volumes summary shown here

• Graphic stochastic distributions 
shown here

• And flip from log-probit to histogram 
displays

Aggregation in QwikEval – basic interface
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• Note the sum of the oil equivalent 
Means can be checked here..

• In this case 5.8 + 18.3 = 23.8mmboe

• These risks and volumes “geological” 
– they do not have a commercial cut-
off.

• Next we will look at inputting volume 
cutoff’s.. which is what the E&P 
industry does to look at “commercial 
volumes and risks” 

Aggregation in QwikEval – basic interface
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E&P prospect evaluation/portfolio levels

• There is a broad consistency as to how the E&P industry evaluates and ranks prospects within an exploration 
portfolio

• Every company is different in specific detail, but overall the prospects and leads in every portfolio are evaluated at 3 
different levels – namely geological, commercial and economic, as summarised on the following slide.

• The geological level is simply the assessment of a prospect (volumes and risks) with no consideration of commercial 
or economic factors. It is what the rocks can deliver.

• The commercial level is typically the evaluation of the same prospects but with the assessments updated for the 
impact of a volumetric hurdle.

• The basic question is can this prospect potentially make money?

• This is defined in different ways by different companies but a common definition is when the net present value (NPV) >=0 or the internal rate of 
return (IRR) > a threshold (typically 10-15%).

• The economic level is the evaluation of the same prospects (or more likely a subset) with specific corporate 
economic assumptions. 

• The basic question being is will this prospect actually make money given a specific set of commercial assumptions.

• Many factors influence this evaluation, including Technical, Economic, Commercial, Operational and Political considerations. It is a complex 
subject that is difficult to simplify, but the main economic factors typically considered are:

• The timing of any development/production – the “discount factor” used which takes into account the time value of money
• The nature and cost of the development (wellhead platform/spar/fpso etc etc) and its operational costs (CAPEX vs Opex)

• The value of the any of the products produced (oil, condensate and gas) all of which vary by quality, location and through time. 
• The contract economic assumptions that apply to the license/concession – typically set by host governments which can also change frequently
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Evaluation Level Definition Rose Probability of 
Success

Chance of 
Success

Geological Evaluation – no commercial 
inputs – what can the rocks deliver?

Assessment for a  
hydrocarbon success

Pg gPOS gCOS

Commercial Evaluation – typically using 
a volumetric cut-off to identify 
potentially economic/commercial 
opportunities

Assessment of 
making a potentially 
commercial discovery

Pc cPOS cCOS

Economic Evaluation – typically using a 
specific commodity price deck and 
corporate assumptions (eg discount 
factors) plus specific  
cost/development/production 
predictions

Assessment of 
making an economic 
discovery

Pe ePOS eCOS

Nomenclature used for prospect evaluation types
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• Companies traditionally use discounted cashflow economics to value all their projects 

• This takes into account the value of money in the future

• The evaluation will include the CAPEX estimate to develop the field (development costs etc)

• Plus Operating costs (OPEX) once the field is producing

• Plus any abandonment costs 

• The production profile together with a prediction of future commodity values is used to predict cashflows, then the fiscal terms are applied 
to calculate how much is retained versus paid in tax/royalty etc

• Reserves uncertainty generally decreases through time and reporting requirements are important.. ALL exploration estimates are 
prospective resource estimates typically defined by low/base/high p90/p50/p10 volumetric estimates

Typical E&P detailed economic evaluation

Oil 1-4 years

SPE petroleum resource 
classification system
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Global Fiscal Terms

• Every country has different fiscal 
terms under which E&P companies 
operate and produce oil and gas

• These change! – more frequently 
than we like.

• A very old published ranking of how 
much different governments take 
from oil production is shown on the 
right..

• The details matter and they are 
complex
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Marker Crude Oils

▪ Benchmark crude (or marker crude) is 

a crude oil that serves as a reference price 

for buyers and sellers of crude oil

▪ Three primary benchmarks
▪ West Texas Intermediate (WTI)

▪ Brent Blend, and

▪ Dubai Crude 

▪ Other well-known blends include
▪ OPEC Reference Basket - used by OPEC

▪ Tapis Crude - traded in Singapore

▪ Bonny Light - used in Nigeria

▪ Urals Oil - used in Russia and  
Mexico's Isthmus

Oil is fungible and traded on long established global 
markets –
It is worth different amounts in different places.. All 
contracts are relative to a regional marker crude
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E&P prospect evaluation/portfolio process

• Geological, commercial and economic evaluations are obviously NOT done for all 
prospects and leads in a large portfolio, so considerable effort is applied to high 
grading the best prospects through an “evaluation process”.  This is always company 
specific.

• It is common to evaluate all prospects and leads at geological and commercial levels and to only evaluate the 
best/drill candidate prospects at the detailed economic level

• This is because detailed economic evaluations are costly and time consuming

• However once a subset of detailed economic evaluations are done in an area (using a common set of 
economic assumptions) it is very common for “screening metrics” to be applied to evaluate and value the rest 
of a portfolio.

• In most cases this is distilled down to a US$/bbl or US$/boe metrics which in exploration is used to 
define a risked net present value estimate (or an expected monetary value estimate) for each prospect. 
The maths for this calculation is shown on the following slides
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Standard Industry Prospect Value Calculation – boe only

EMV of 

prospect target
$million

POS

% x

NPV estimate 

= Value of 

Success

$million

minus

1- POS

% x
Cost of Failure

$million

Well Cost
$million

Tax Factor*
%x

=*Tax Factor is the real post tax cost 

i.e. 40% means oil co only pays 40c in the $ costs

Value of 

Success

$million

= MMBOE

x
Unit 

Value
$/bbls
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EMV of prospect 

target
$million

POS

% x

NPV/Value of 

Success

$million

minus

1- POS

% x
Cost of Failure

$million

Well Cost
$million

Tax Factor**
%

x

=* Associated Gas Plus Free Gas

**Tax Factor is the real post tax cost 

i.e. 40% means oil co only pays 40c in the $ costs

Value of 

Success

$million
=

Recoverabl

e Oil 

Volumes
mmbbls

x
Unit Oil 

Value
$/bbls

+
Recoverabl

e Cond 

Volumes
mmbbls

x
Unit Cond

Value
$/bbls

+

Recoverabl

e Gas 

Volumes*
bcf

x
Unit 

GasValue
$/mcfg

Standard Industry Prospect Value Calculation – with commodity splits
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Portfolio Challenges - 1 Oil Price

Apart from costs/fiscal term changes and constant new technological options being developed to commercialise 
hydrocarbons.. there are 3 fundamental challenges that all companies face in making systemic rational economic 
decisions in the modern E&P world. The first is the volatile nature of commodity prices.. Below shows the inflation 
adjusted oil price (red) which slows a variation from US$20/bbl to US$160 bbl over the last 20 years or so.

The way that most companies deal with this volatility is to run base, high and low cases for all their economic analyses 
and vary these assumptions annually (typically approved by the board) and have “forward curves”/predictions of the 
future prices for these cases. At the moment typical price deck spreads are US$30/$50/$70 bbl as context.
This means for exploration portfolios companies need to assess all their highgraded prospects for three different 
pricedecks..and update them annually.
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Portfolio Challenges - 2 Gas Prices

• If we only discovered and produced oil our portfolio analyses would be much 
simpler than a world that also has gas as a commodity.

• Gas is not fungible. It is not easily traded on global markets and is typically  
commercialised via local pipelines into urban markets or is exported as LNG.

• Local pipeline gas prices are highly variable and unpredictable being linked to local supply and 
demand forces with some contracts actually cut in local currencies not US$ so in these cases 
companies are exposed to currency fluctuations

• LNG is favoured by larger E&P companies – mainly the supermajors - because of the scale of the 
cashflow (20 years+) and the CAPEX and challenges of complex developments which both limit 
competition from smaller competitors

• There is also significant profit made from futures trading of LNG cargos, which requires the seller to 
own physical cargos of gas typically in a global portfolio.

• Other boutique gas development options exist but are not discussed further here.
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Why Gas is different to oil/condensate

• Gas is NOT fungible –

• It is generally traded as pipeline gas and/or LNG and considerable global 
volumes are still undeveloped.

USA pipeline gas prices are highly volatile?..and vary 
by pipeline networks within the USA.

Typically 
stranded

Onshore gas close to large markets is piped
Large gas resources compete for LNG markets 
on price - wet gas with low inerts/CO2 is key208
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• Companies traditionally use discounted cashflow economics to value all their projects 

• This takes into account the value of money in the future

• Because 20 years is a long time, today’s discounted value from this future production is minimal – but it’s massive when you get there… 

• LNG projects are “legacy” assets that underpin major company valuations and cashflow  

• Traditional LNG trains need ~5 Tcf of 1P reserves to underwrite each 20-year contract = ~~250 bcf/year/train

• Greenfield economics normally requires 2 trains to make enough money

• After that, brownfield expansions all about gas price vs incremental pipeline and facilities costs

• High CGR obviously key issue here!!

• Oil fields give $$ spikes not $$bricks – unless they are big fields 

• Traditional model of LNG development changing fast as a fungible market for gas is established (spot trading)

Why LNG is different.. DCF does not work..

LNG 20 years
Oil 1-4 years
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LNG contracts and value issues

• When LNG contracts are signed they’ve historically had oil price versus gas price cross-plots (S-shaped curves typically), which
link the realizable gas price to the oil price

• Normally, the gas would be specified as having a certain calorific value

• Dry gas and inerts are bad; sometimes gas may need to be propane spiked to increase the calorific value

• Nowadays, we can’t vent CO2 = increased cost plus some LNG shipments now are being sold with Carbon credits

• LNG contracts are always just for the gas so associated liquids (oil or condensate) are not included – this means big wet 
gas is king! 

• In such cases the gas can be sold close to cost because the profit is delivered from the liquids.

• Floating LNG “was” coming, but with a world full of undeveloped discovered gas close to existing LNG hubs it is less popular 
nowadays

• Look at the operational and economic performance of Prelude in Australia to see many of the challenges faced by floating LNG.

• Gas marketing is progressively (but slowly) moving to a spot market, but this will take time – the LNG sold out of Henry 
Hub/Texas now that the Panama Canal has been widened to allow LNG tankers is strongly affecting the pace of this transition..
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Portfolio Challenges – 3 Carbon

• The current transition away from fossil fuels is underway, and E&P companies like all other businesses are under 
pressure to reduce and manage CO2 emissions.

• This is not the place to describe the current state of this complex subject, but the general global consensus is that 
emissions are measured in 3 groups namely

• Scope 1 which covers direct emissions from owned or controlled sources. 

• Scope 2 which covers indirect emissions from the generation of purchased electricity, steam, heating and cooling consumed by the reporting company. 

• Scope 3 which includes all other indirect emissions that occur in a company's value chain.

• Most E&P companies already report their emissions (either Scope 1&2 or Scope 1-3), with many making 
material commitments to reduce their footprints before 2050

• This is not the end of exploration since every serious analysis of future demand indicates that more (and 
lower intensity) hydrocarbons will be needed to deliver the energy the world needs. 

• The effects of company targets and commitments mean that many larger companies are now moving their 
portfolios to gas, which has a lower emissions footprint than oil.

• This global portfolio change will generate new opportunities as well as challenges.  We have developed  
“Carbon8er”, which is our screening CO2 stochastic prospect module which we will take to our user group 
and if approved/supported will be in QwikEval in early 2022. 

• As part of this development we will also allow users to input a carbon price such that the cost of carbon can be estimated and 
subtracted from prospect and portfolio valuations
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Carbon8er Module Developer 

212

• Development complete – just coding 
required

• Calculates a stochastic CO2 volume 
estimate for targets/prospects

• User can input carbon cost and 
EMV’s can then be “net of carbon” 
costs

• Option for ER Ranker customers to 
include in global evaluation as phase 
2 update in 2022.

• 18000 prospects evaluated for CO2 
globally etc
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QwikEval Tile Hierarchy

Prospects/Portfolio Summary Page
Prospect Summary Page

Prospect Target Summary Page

Prospect Screening Economics

Prospect Target Risking per Risk Element

Prospect Target Volumetric Estimate

Portfolios have 
multiple prospects

Individual Propspects can have 
multiple targets – dependencies 
between targets need to be defined 
and the aggregated volumes 
calculated above commercial volume 
thresholds.

Each Target must have a volumetric estimate and 
a probability of hydrocarbon success estimated

The value of each prospect can be 
calculated from $/boe metric data 
estimated at different oil prices.

AreaVol shown here but 7 
different methods available

Spit risking Bullshead DC 
Wedge method shown here 
but other methods available

Risking structure 
customised for each 
customer – 4 main matrices 
used in industry 

This manual explains how to 
navigate through these tiles 
and evaluate different aspects 
of you prospect inventory in a 
quick and efficient way

Commercial Cut-offs
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Input of Commercial Cut-offs

• In QwikEval the user can enter the 
commercial cut-off in a variety of ways: 

• An oil volume cut-off

• A liquids (oil + condensate) volume cut-off

• A condensate volume cut-off

• An oil equivalent (oil + cond + gas) volume cut-off

• A gas volume cut-off

• A gas plus condensate volume cut-off

• The selection dropdowns are shown here and 
users can select multiple combinations

• None + Gas for a gas only cut-off

• Oil + Gas selections for a dual cut-off

• Condensate + Gas Cut-off for areas with liquid rich 
gas fields 
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Single phase cut-off example

• Here a 10mmbbl oil commercial cut-
off is applied for a prospect with a 
shallow gas target and a deeper oil 
target

• The effect of the cut-off is to reduce 
the Pc/cCOS/cPOS of the success 
aggregate volumes

• And increase the mean volumes of the 
success aggregate volumes

• The other phases in a single phase cut-off 
evaluation “pass through” unaffected … in 
this case the upper gas target volumes 215
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Single phase cut-off example

• In addition in the aggregation process 
we have tracked which volumes have 
contributed to the commercial 
volumes from the individual targets

• This is not done by any of our 
competitors

• What it enables us to do later is 
calculate a commercial value for each 
target 
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Single phase cut-off example

• The risked mean values for the 
geological and commercial cases 
should still add-up from the 
contributing target volumes, but the 
values will be different, i.e. the mean 
expectation volumes (mean risked 
resource) of the commercial cases will 
not necessarily equal the geological 
case
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Dual phase cut-off example

• Here a 10mmbbl oil commercial cut-off and a 30mmboe 
gas cut-off (150bcf) are applied for a prospect with a 
shallow gas target and a deeper oil target – either 
threshold if reached will be deemed commercial

• The effect of the cut-off is to reduce the Pc/cCOS/cPOS
of the success aggregate volume case and increase the 
mean volumes of the aggregate volumes (as before)

• In this case, however, only phase volumes that are economic 
are carried through

• Ie example MC runs below pre & post cut-off

Geologic Oil Geologic Gas Commercial OIl Commercial Gas

25 35 25 35

5 40 0 40

11 10 11 0

5 25 0 0
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Dual phase cut-off example

• So in this case the commercial volumes at target levels 
are both affected and changed

• This unique functionality is absolutely critical in areas for 
mixed oil and gas developments. In such areas (common 
in many parts of the world), the oil cut-off is typically 
lower than the gas cut-off 

• Eg in the Browse basin on the NW Shelf of Australia, the 
commercial oil field cut-off is probably 20-30mmbo vs a 
commercial cut-off of ~1000mmboe (6tcf) for gas. Having 
only an OE input option will clearly NOT suffice

• The following 2 slides show how the 2 unique 
functions in QwikEval are used to value and 
evaluate stacked targets
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Prospect vertical aggregation & economics (1)

Target A

Target B

Target C

1. POS/COS/Pg and 
Volume Evaluations 

Per Target

2. Dependencies are defined 
between targets

POS/COS/Pg

?

?

3. Volume Cut-off applied
To aggregated total

?

?

4. Costs and Unit Value 
estimates to calculate Value 

US$60mm 
well cost
Tax Factor 
100%
Unit Value 
US$3/bbl

EMV= US$100mm

MEFS=20 mmboeDependent aggregation - Inputs 
remain unchanged – aggregated 
volume mean is the same as 
independent aggregation but 
distribution is different

Independent Aggregation

Putting these  in now  transparent in 
QwikEval unlike  other  software

Best “competitor” valuation methodology
Single phase/commodity cut-off
Values added to aggregation volumes only
Single well cost Input 
Well costs not modified for failure legs
Simple non-stochastic EMV/value calculation

??

??

??
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Prospect vertical aggregation & economics (2)

Target A

Target B

Target C

?

?

?

?

QwikEval valuation methodology
Multi-phase/commodity cut-offs possible
Values added to post cut-off target volumes 
NOT aggregation volumes
Monte Carlo input of costs 
Well costs properly allocated
Stochastic EMV for multi oil prices

MEFS=20 mmbo
&2 tcf Gas

Dependent aggregation - Inputs 
remain unchanged – aggregated 
volume mean is the same as 
independent aggregation but 
distribution is different

Independent Aggregation

Putting these  in now  transparent in 
QwikEval unlike  other  software

Contributing Volumes

US$3/bbl oil
US$1/bbl cond
US$5/mcf gas

Contributing Volumes

Contributing Volumes

US$2/bbl oil
US$1/bbl cond
US$2/mcf gas

US$1/bbl oil
US$1/bbl cond
US$2/mcf gas

You will get different but better valuations this way!

EMV= US$100mm

1. POS/COS/Pg and 
Volume Evaluations 

Per Target

2. Dependencies are defined 
between targets

POS/COS/Pg

3. Volume Cut-off applied
To aggregated total

4. Costs and Unit Value 
estimates to calculate Value 
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“Infrastructure-led” exploration

• Because QwikEval is spatial, the cut-off inputs can be read from a map
• This functionality is developed and is being released in 2022.

• Thus for a portfolio of prospects, it is possible to see how infrastructure 
changes affect volumes and value

• This works with portfolio evaluations in two ways 
1. When users speculate what a new pipeline will add to a portfolio wrt volumes and value

2. When a pipeline system is decommissioned at the end of its life as is happening today in 
many parts of the UKCS. In these areas the race is on to evaluate and drill the economic 
potential before many pipeline systems are removed..
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“Infrastructure-led” exploration

200m
isobath

1000m
isobath

5

10

50 100

Existing pipe in red with 2 wellhead platforms
Prospects in yellow with mean geological 
volume estimates (oil mmbo)
Economic cut-offs in red (oil mmbo)
Economic cut-offs increase away from facilities 
and increase as water gets deeper
Only deep water prospect is potentially 
economic…

200m
isobath

1000m
isobath

5

10

50
100

Existing pipe in red with 2 wellhead platforms
Potential new pipe in red dashed line
Prospects in yellow
Economic cut-offs in red (oil mmbo)
DW field is developed and all 3 previously 
subeconomic prospects are now economic!

15

20 20

30

O

O

O

P

P

P

In QwikEval different maps detailing cut-offs (can be dual phase) can be applied to existing portfolios to see the change 
in risked commercial volumes and values… 223
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“Infrastructure-led” exploration

200m
isobath

1000m
isobath

5

10

50 100

Existing pipe in black with 2 wellhead platforms
Prospects in yellow with mean geological 
volume estimates (oil mmbo)
Economic cut-offs in red (oil mmbo)
Economic cut-offs increase away from facilities 
and increase as water gets deeper
Only deep water prospect is potentially 
economic…

200m
isobath

1000m
isobath

5

10

50
100

Existing pipe in black with 2 wellhead platforms
Old pipeline being removed in red dashed line
Prospects in yellow
Economic cut-offs in red (oil mmbo)
DW field is developed and all 3 previously 
subeconomic prospects are now economic!

15

20 20

30

O

O

O

P

P

P

In mature provinces the removal of pipelines makes it less likely that remaining prospects will be economic and drilled.
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Commercial cut-offs Summary

• Commercial cut-offs are a key part of prospect evaluation

• Having the ability to apply dual phase oil and gas cut-offs and track the 
contributing commercial volumes from different targets in a stacked 
prospect are key functionality requirements.

• Linking portfolios of prospects to maps of commercial cut-offs enables 
infrastructure-led exploration issues to be evaluated and understood.
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Index

1. Introduction

2. Getting Started

3. Creating a prospect target

4. Prospect Evaluation: Risking a 
prospect target

5. Prospect Evaluation: Evaluating 
Confidence.

6. Prospect Evaluation: Prospect target 
volumetrics

a. Player QwikEval suite

b. ScoutVol

c. DirectVol

d. AreaVol

e. QwikVol introduction

f. QwikVol: Area/Depth pairs and reservoir 
thickness

g. QwikVol: Area/Depth pairs on top and 
base reservoir

h. QwikVol: Shape Factor

i. QwikVol: Direct GRV input

7. Multi-target dependency evaluation

8. Multi-target aggregation

9. Applying Commercial cut-offs

10. Economic Evaluations

11. Multi-Prospect Aggregation

12. Summary

13. Appendices
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Economic Evaluations

• The outline of where economic assumptions sit in a typical exploration 
workflow and the modern challenges were described in the previous 
section

• In this section we describe how screening economic evaluations are 
done in QwikEval
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QwikEval Tile Hierarchy

Prospects/Portfolio Summary Page
Prospect Summary Page

Prospect Target Summary Page

Prospect Screening Economics

Prospect Target Risking per Risk Element

Prospect Target Volumetric Estimate

Portfolios have 
multiple prospects

Individual Propspects can have 
multiple targets – dependencies 
between targets need to be defined 
and the aggregated volumes 
calculated above commercial volume 
thresholds.

Each Target must have a volumetric estimate and 
a probability of hydrocarbon success estimated

The value of each prospect can be 
calculated from $/boe metric data 
estimated at different oil prices.

AreaVol shown here but 7 
different methods available

Spit risking Bullshead DC 
Wedge method shown here 
but other methods available

Risking structure 
customised for each 
customer – 4 main matrices 
used in industry 

This manual explains how to 
navigate through these tiles 
and evaluate different aspects 
of your prospect inventory in a 
quick and efficient way

Screening Economics
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Economics Module

The (screening) economics 
module is opened by clicking the 
tab to the right of the aggregation 
summary
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Economic Evaluation  Inputs

• To evaluate the value of a 
prospect the user needs to 
define all the elements that 
define an EMV calculation 
namely Assumptions, Costs, 
Value (NPV) and Probabilities

• We use the term Static NPV to 
describe the QwikEval NPV 
estimates, because they not 
include sequencing nor 
discounting of future values. 

• Effectively, this values every 
prospect as if it were the next 
development
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Economic Evaluation  Input Assumptions

• Users need to define 3 base 
assumptions

1. The corporate price deck 
spread for the low/base high 
case inputs in US$

2. If you want to cascade the 
failure leg well costs in a 
stacked target prospect

3. If the NPV includes 
exploration costs in the EMV 
calculation

• The second two are explained in 
more detail below
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principal is that failed legs pass their costs down until there is a success which resets the process

no links to cut-off's or emv calculations

I don’t think it matters what the target type is? Eg primary or deep or shallow

well costs of target 5 are incremental to drilling 4 etc 

success failure

Total Well Cost 72

well cost US$m of drilling target

Target 1 1 1

Target 2 1 1 2

Target 3 50 50 51 50 52

Target 4 10 10 60 10 61 10 60 10 62

Target 5 10 10 20 10 70 10 20 10 71 10 20 10 70 10 20 10 72

5.1% 4.2% etc etc numbers not shown for other legs
%ages of MC outcomes can be estimated by gPOS at nodes multiplied 

down if you don’t want to count them..

Economic Evaluation  Input Assumptions – Cascading well costs

If you are not doing this we 
believe you are NOT calculating 
your EMV costs accurately for 
stacked target prospects

For stacked targets we allocate well costs to each target (described in following slides in more detail) and we calculate a value for each target. In QwikEval we 
have the option of just using the input costs directly or cascading failure costs – in this example with 5 stacked targets, when the MC spin happens to be along 
the 4 failure leg and we are looking at drilling the 5th target then, this node has to carry the entire well cost NOT the incremental well cost - in this example 
US$72m not US$10.
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Economic Evaluation  Input Assumptions – Static NPV Maths Option

Prospect EMV Economic Calculation

EMV = Value of success - Cost of Failure
= ((COS x Prospect Volume (mmboe) x 

$/mmboe)-(COS x Well Cost x Tax Factor*)) –
((1-COS) x Tax Factor))

This toggle turns this part of the above 
calculation on or off

Ie If the user selects “Included in the NPV” 
then the risked well cost are effectively set to 
zero  .. alternatively if the “Not in NPV” option 
is selected then the risked well costs are 
calculated and included – it all depends on 
how the NPV’s have been calculated/defined.
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Economic Evaluation  Inputs - Costs

The costs inputs are:

• The number of wells

• The tax factor of costs

• The incremental well costs 

• Additional costs

• Most of these estimates can be 
entered stochastically, e.g. the 
input options for well costs are 
below
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Economic Evaluation  Inputs – Well Costs

• Well costs are entered incrementally 
with a Player-specific structure

• Every prospect can only have one 
primary target 

• In this case, the upper target

• The primary target is a user-defined attribute 
at the prospect target tile level

• Relative to the primary target, shallower targets 
will be drilled on the way to the primary for “free”

• Sometimes, small costs (e.g., to cut core or do other 
work) can be allocated to these targets

• Deeper targets (normally older, but can be 
younger in a thrust/foldbelt setting) have 
incremental costs to extend the well beyond 
the primary

• For 2 deeper targets (A & B), the incremental well 
costs are the costs for the primary to Deep Target A 
then the cost from Deep target A to Deep Target B

• The total drilling cost is the sum of the 
primary and incremental targets
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Economic Evaluation  Inputs –Costs

• When costs are used in the EMV 
calculation the primary target ALSO 
carries any extra costs that users may 
want to “load” onto the prospect

• Some of these costs are tax deductable 
and some are not

• In this example the seismic cost US$20m and it IS cost 
recoverable so only 44% of this cost is loaded against 
the primary target

• Other costs - typically signature bonuses – are 
NOT tax deductable and companies split 
whatever they have paid across the drilling 
program in a bid block

• Eg signature bonus was US$20m (non tax deductable) 
for a 2 well bid so US$10m (not discounted by tax 
factor) would typically be put against each well’s 
primary objectives

• Every company does this process in a slightly 
different way. The key thing in QwikEval is the 
functionality is available if you need it.
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Economic Evaluation  Inputs –Values & Probabilities

• The value inputs are entered here

• You can input different value cases –
new ones added here

• Input a name for this set of value 
metrics

• Define if the exploration well costs are 
included or not

• Specify the number of tranches

• Option to evaluate high/low cases 

• Usage notes explaining how this case 
was defined..

• If we show a raw input for a 2 tranch
oil equiv case.. We could input a 
multi-commodity case 
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Economic Evaluation  Inputs –Values & Probabilities

238

• The value inputs are entered here

• You can input different value cases –
new ones added here

• Input a name for this set of value 
metrics

• Define if the exploration well costs are 
included or not

• Specify the number of tranches

• Option to evaluate high/low cases 

• Usage notes explaining how this case 
was defined..

• If we show a raw input.. 
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Economic Evaluation  Inputs –Values & Probabilities

• The value inputs are entered here

• This example has different $ mmboe 
value metric cases above and beneath 
a 5mmboe recoverable threshold 

• Option of tranching values at 
threshold volumes for oil condensate 
and gas separately

• Once the value metric cases are 
defined, close this interface..

• Click here to allocate each case to the 
different NPV targets..
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Economic Evaluation  Inputs –Values & Probabilities

• Next, this interface comes up

• Select one value case for each target 
by clicking on the row/text 

• Click to close 
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Economic Evaluation  Run 

• Run the economic analysis by clicking 
this button

• The volumes and risks/probabilities 
used for the calculation are copied 
over from the commercial evaluation 
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Economic Evaluation  Run 

• Run the economic analysis by clicking this 
button

• The volumes and risks/probabilities used for 
the calculation are copied over from the 
commercial evaluation 

• The mean EMV’s are autocalculated as you 
enter data.. Individual target EMV’s are 
calculated, then they are summed

• When the run button is calculated the 
stochastic EMV calculation is done for 19 
different oil prices..(from US$10-US$100/bbl) 
using an extrapolation of the value metrics 
between the mid/low/high input cases shown 
in the vertical grey bands

• If users want to shape this projection they can 
just enter revised values here and press the run 
button again
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Stochastic EMV –
seeing ALL the outcomes not just the mean

• Shown here is the EMV distribution for 
a low/base/high case

• In this example the EMV’s are US$-36 
mm, US$26 mm and US$88 mm 
respectively – normally you just get 
the US$26 mm!
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Economic Evaluation  Outputs

• This is an example of an output

• The stochastic EMV’s or the 
base-high-low oil price cases 
are shown here

• There are 19 equivalent 
calculations.. 16 are not 
shown.

• On the variation vs oil price 
plot the key point is where the 
EMV (mean) is zero. In this 
case its when the oil price is 
~US$29

• If you want to see the 
probability of economic 
success (EMV positive) 
probabilities and volumes for 
these 19 cases, click here
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Economic volumes

• The economic volume distributions are calculated and stored for ALL of the 19 oil price 
cases

• The base case volumes are shown in the summary if you toggle this display control
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Example of the oil price threshold 
BASE

Threshold Oil Price

Concept:  make a 
roll-up function of 
portfolios/selections 
with an oil price vs 
volume or value x-
plot
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Economic Evaluation Summary

• QwikEval does screening economic evaluations – it can be based on the 
detailed evaluations you have made in-house that are then calibrated to 
the remainder of a portfolio

• Uses industry standard methods in a flexible structure so that leads and 
prospects can be valued and aggregated quickly.
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251

Multi-Prospect Aggregation

• Multi-prospect aggregation is key for explorers to determine what a sequence of wells/prospect will deliver wrt
volumes and value from a portfolio

• As summarised on the following slide Player already has a spatial portfolio tool for aggregating mean volumes for a 
mapped portfolio (=items C & D on next slide)

• This enables Player to rank blocks/licences and/or plays by risked volumes or value which is key for 
prospectivity ranking/bid decisions.

• We can also identify the key Play opening prospects by calculating success volumes

• QwikEval will in 2022 (Player version 5.3 due 1st April 2022)  have a drill sequence aggregator that will stochastically 
add volumes for up to 10 prospects selected from a list (Items A & B on next slide)

• QwikEval will not include lateral/split risk dependency inputs which will only be available for Player licensees

• User will be able to manually input a % age factor for unitisation and can add equity levels so that a gross vs net 
summary can be calculated

• In late 2022 the portfolio tool in Player will be both stochastic and will deal with vertical and lateral dependency 

• We call this the Supernova Stack (Item E on next slide)

• This will enable us to make resource reports with 1p/2p/3p volumes for prospects, plays blocks basins and 
countries (item F on next slide)
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Multi-Prospect Aggregation Summary
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Functionality QwikEval Player Comment

A
Drill Sequence - Independent Stochastic Aggregation –
Geological, Commercial and Economic Assessments P P

Max 10 
prospects 
selected from a 
list

B
Drill Sequence - Dependent Stochastic Aggregation –
Geological, Commercial and Economic Assessments O P

Max 10 
prospects 
selected from a 
list

C
Portfolio - Independent Aggregation of Means – Geological, 
Commercial and Economic YTF/Ranking Assessments O P

Portfolio/Map 
based Polygon 
Aggregation

D
Incorporation of UIP/Postulated Prospects –Aggregation of 
Means O P

Portfolio/Map 
based Polygon 
Aggregation

E
Dependent Stochastic Aggregation – Geological, 
Commercial and Economic Assessments = “Supernova” 
Stack

O 2022
MC modelling of 
success and 
failures through 
split risk maps

F Reserves/Resources Auditing by block/basin/country O 2022
Portfolio/Map 
based Polygon 
Aggregation
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Providing your most complete understanding of value
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Prospect ranking without considering success volumes

A B C

Prospect ranking considering success volumes

Raw risked BOE
Incremental CRS linked BOE
Incremental halo-linked BOE (reservoir de-risking)
Incremental halo-linked BOE (charge de-risking)
Incremental halo-linked BOE (seal de-risking)

Incremental impact of 
prospects being de-risked

Plays and areas can be ranked by 
volumes and value, providing a better 

understanding of opportunities in 
terms of prospectivity value
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The “Champagne Supernova Stack”

• In 2022 we will finally build what we call the Champagne Supernova stack that will be a MC drillout simulation 
of any number of targets in any number of plays. With split risking maps and dependency inputs between 
targets (set in QwikEval) we will then be able to output a tighter volume distribution range AND an identify an 
optimised drill sequence.

• This is the endgame for Player functionality development – no commercial product has ever got to this level of 
sophistication and we believe it will deliver better portfolio outputs and help companies make better decisions

• Without understanding complex dependencies in your portfolios, you will almost certainly be overestimating what your 
exploration investments will deliver
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1. "Hello"
2. "Roll with It“ MonteCarlo Functionality
3. "Wonderwall" Post-drill summary plot
4. "Don't Look Back in Anger" “Look Back” Analysis 2022 dev option
5. "Hey Now!"
6. "The Swamp Song 1
7. "Some Might Say" Reputator – crowd input into drillplan wells
8. "Cast No Shadow"
9. "She's Electric"
10. "Morning Glory"
11. "The Swamp Song 2"
12. "Champagne Supernova“ The Player dev “endgame” – the last track!

GIS-pax functionality Tracks
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QwikEval Drill Sequence Aggregator Functionality

• 2022 development delivered 1st April 2022

• Select up to 10 prospects from portfolio listing/map

• Manual input of equity levels and unitisation factors (as %age)

• Run stochastic aggregation calculation. Geological, commercial and 
economic outputs as selections

• Display Results (gross/net etc)

• Save results as a saved aggregation file
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QwikEval Spatial – a “prospects only” slice of Player

Tool to select data for edit/analysis

Post Well Analysis Input and analysis by well and play level – includes 
collection of pre-well target data and if targets were amplitude supported

Edit/Input of Pool Volumes and pool attributes – trap type etc

Optional link to Paleogeographic maps so that reservoir and seal maps can 
be automatically converted to CRS maps

Edit/Input of CRS and stack polygons 

Edit/Input of real prospect data by play level – user input of volumetrics –
risks can be input directly or linked to split risk play maps

Input of pseudo prospect polygons by play interval – feature density and 
average prospect size data then risked against play maps

Input of value ($/bbl) and cost data by play interval and polygon

Roll up of selected risked volumes and values into blocks or other polygons –
histogram and map ranking outputs

Single click upload of whole project to PlayHouse library and viewer

Import/edit of Licence Blocks and block data equities

Users who initially don’t want to do any play mapping will be able to purchase a “cut down” version of Player functionality 
with just the QwikEval and related modules enabled in 2022 – released 1st January 2022 with Player 5.2. 
This will enables users to establish their own play intervals, selection areas, edit discovered volumes and parameters from 
discovered pools/fields eg porosity/net to gross etc, establish a portfolio of leads and prospects, unitise them into blocks 
and aggregate into ranked risked volume portfolio analyses.
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GIS-pax provides a suite of ArcPro 
software plug-ins that support disciplined 
play-based exploration.

Player is the parent software plug-in 
in ArcPro. QwikEval is the Player 
component that supports Prospect 
Evaluation.

DRILLING THE RIGHT PROSPECT!

Where does QwikEval fit in the Player Suite of Software?

PROSPECT
ANALYSIS

PLAY
ANALYSIS

COUNTRY SCREENING
/ BASIN ANALYSIS
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QwikEval Summary

• QwikEval is a subset of Player and is a full prospect evaluation suite of 
tools that can efficiently evaluate and maintain a dynamic set of 
prospects in any portfolio of opportunities.

• QwikEval is built to be spatial and to help explorers make better 
exploration evaluations and decisions more quickly.

• Contact GIS-pax to obtain a trial of the software to learn more details 
about any of the functionality.
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Contacting us

Ian Longley
Geologist
ilongley@gis-pax.com

Wayne Hewitt
GIS specialist
whewitt@gis-pax.com

www.gis-pax.com

Paul Ventris
Geologist
pventris@gis-pax.com

Support: support@gis-pax.com

Kelly Boucher
Global Sales Manager
kboucher@gis-pax.com

Eileen Khoo
Regional Manager, SE Asia
ekhoo@gis-pax.com

Kristan Reimann
Regional Manager, Americas

kreimann@gis-pax.com
(in Houston)
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Appendices

a) Summary of Cost, Training and Support Options (prices removed from release 
version)

b) Future Software Development Options (removed from release version)

c) Color Scan product Info

d) QED Version History
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Appendix A - Cost

• QwikEval is sold only as a regional annual lease licence for either a fixed single PC or as a floating license (on a server using FlexLM).
• For QwikEval leases we divide the world into 3 regions (Americas, Europe/Africa and Far East/Oz)

• All licenses require the customer to already have a licenced version of ArcPro from ESRI

• Costs for ESRI ArcPro vary by country but for commercial companies this is ~US$2-5k to purchase and <US$500-1000/year and for non-commercial 
home licenses it is ~US$100/year – contact esri www.esri.com for details.

• This cost is NOT covered within the QwikEval License fee, and it must be organised by the customer (not by GIS-pax).

• Costs are
• Regional Floating Network License US$20,000 per year no cap on number of regional network licenses customer can purchase – full support from

GIS-pax help desk. Please contact ftainsh@gis-pax.com for license information and quotes.

• Node locked US$5000/year – maximum of 2 per customer – limited support – access to all QwikEval documentation.

• 1 module of customized QwikEval online training (1day) – Cost US$ 1500 ( currently discounted 50% from US$ 3000, promotion valid till end Q1, 
2022).

• Face-to-face training can be arranged but extra charges could apply (additional hours, travel/accommodation charges if incurred) – contact
contact ftainsh@gis-pax.com for a training quote.

• We know at this price point QwikEval will offer very significant budgets savings for any customer that already has competitor software.

• Ultimately QwikEval is the only easy-to-use genuinely spatial prospect evaluation tool available on the market today and our functionality is better 
and deeper than any of our competitors – so cheaper better faster!

• Given QwikEval is sympathetic with some competitor tools we think many companies will use QwikEval for screening and other products for the drill sequence opportunities - this
will still save considerable money for customers.

• Existing Player customers get all of the functionality and support for no additional cost – QwikEval is a subset of Player.
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How does QwikEval compare to other prospect evaluation 
software offerings?

What do we 
want?
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Free*

Only QwikEval is spatial, fully integrated with the regional evaluations and offers the complete set of basic requirements 
shown above – and is free to existing Player licensees.

Competitor #1

Competitor #2

Competitor #3
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• QwikEval training

• 1 module of customized QwikEval online training (1 day) – Cost US$ 1500 (currently discounted 50% 
from US$ 3000, promotion valid till end Q1, 2022)

• Face-to-face training can be arranged extra charges will apply (additional hours, 
travel/accommodation charges if any) – contact ftainsh@gis-pax.com for a training quote

• Maximum number of online trainees is 8 (vs ~ 15 face to face) – limitation is screen numbers on Zoom 
meeting.

• We believe the QwikEval Suite is relatively intuitive to use and that the experienced geologist 
will need little training beyond maybe flicking through this documentation pack

• Training shows how QwikEval is complementary with your current prospect evaluation 
workflows and software. It also shows users how to work with different software packages to 
capture the full spectrum of the opportunities you have at all levels of evaluation maturity and 
hence optimize the understanding of your entire portfolio.

• The basic course follows this document with hands on tutorials

• Focus can be customized if required.

Appendix A: Player QwikEval Training
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Appendix A: Player Online Training Course Summary

275

Player Introductory Training

Modules 1 – 6

Module length: 3-4 hours (depending on level of discussion and attendee interaction)

Price: US$3,000 per module

Optimum attendee numbers: 6

Attendees can commit to all six modules (and receive the equivalent to the full “face-to-face” Player

introductory training course) or “pick and choose” individual modules.

Player Advanced Training

Modules 7 & 8

Module length: 3-4 hours (depending on level of discussion and attendee interaction)

Price: US$6,000 for both modules

Optimum attendee numbers: 6

Attendees to commit to both modules (and receive the equivalent to the full “face-to-face” Player

advanced training course). Completing the basic training &/or a high level of Player competence will
maximise the value of this course.
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Appendix A: Player Online Training Basic Modules
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Basic Module 1 – Introduction to Player

Designed as an overview for new users.

Basic Module 2 – Building a Player project from IHS

Aimed at geotechs and geoscientists who will be creating the initial Player project.

Basic Module 3 – Editing and post well evaluations

Aimed at geoscientists capturing basin exploration results and understanding success/failure results of 
wells drilled.

Basic Module 4 – Common Risk Segment (CRS) mapping

Covers the range of risk mapping approaches with their advantages and limitations.

Basic Module 5 – Charge evaluation for CRS mapping

Covers aspects of risking specific to dealing with charge evaluations and multiple source rocks.

Basic Module 6 – Integrating prospects into Player

Overview of prospect evaluation and risking in Player, integration with CRS maps and evaluating the 
impact of success at any prospect on the portfolio.
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Appendix A: Player Online Training Advanced Modules
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Advanced Module 7 – Multiple source rocks, Unidentified Prospectivity and YTF

Dealing with multiple source rocks.

Moving beyond identified prospectivity and how to capture as yet unevaluated potential and building the 
YTF.

Advanced Module 8 – Cost and value evaluation & portfolio analysis

Opportunity ranking based on future risked volume and EMV value potential.

Note - Typically these two modules are delivered together

Additional option for GIS specialists who need to manage a Player database

Building and Managing a Player Project Training for GIS specialists, geomatics and geotechs who need to 

manage a Player database.

Module length: 3-4 hours (depending on level of discussion and attendee interaction)

Price: US$3,000

Optimum attendee numbers: 6
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Appendix A – Consultancy

• We are happy to get involved with peer review meetings and evaluation 
projects should customers want technical exploration support

• We typically sign a confidentiality Agreement to cover such work especially if its 
commercially sensitive

• This is NOT covered in our M&S fee scope so we have to charge

• We can supply CV’s for our people should you wish to know pedigrees.

• We charge $3,000 / days for consultancy – above what is covered in 
M&S.

• Deliverables by negotiation – discount for larger commitments

• Annual Retainer option available by negotiation

• If users want fully edited videos of their online training sessions then a 
day rate of US$2000/day (or otherwise agreed) is charged for editing of 
raw videos.

• Indexing and timestamping etc is what we are charging for.

• Raw videos are supplied at no cost.
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Appendix b; Future QwikEval Developments

• Process
• All licencees are invited to an annual user group meeting (subset of the Player process)

• We agree with existing licencees before this meeting what QwikEval developments we 
could develop in the following year

• After the meeting users can vote for which development option they wish

• GIS-pax collates the responses and sends a license-weighted summary (not disclosing 
customer specific votes) that ranks the development priorities

• Companies with more licenses hold more sway

• Our current shortlist for 2022 development items is listed below
• See next slide
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Features

• Trace Tools to auto digitize lines and polygons

• Colors to Values tool to convert a depth map to a grid

• Trap Scan tool to extract depth/area pairs from prospect maps

Easy to use – just point and click

Cost

Single Computer USD 145.00 per annum

Server License USD 690.00 per annum

Available for a 30-day free trial

Contact David Wright dgw@spatialmonkey.com

Color Scan is an extension to ArcMap (ArcGIS Pro – early Q4)  that 
captures georeferenced map images

Trap Scan calculates depth/area pairs from 
contour maps either unfilled or colour filled. 
Output can be imported into QwikEval. 

Appendix C - Color Scan Product

This is a sister product that we are promoting
If you are doing your prospect/data room scanning/evaluation work 
in ArcGIS then these tools will save you lots of time
Let us know if you want to know more..
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Appendix D – QED Version History

293

QED Version Player 
Version

Released Details of Updated Items

2021_5.1a 5.1 September 2021 Initial Customer-only Version

2021_5.1b 5.1 October 2021 Public Release version
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